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¥4b4 t thisTJime of year^the Cabo de, 
_ _ Homos Hotel in Punta Arenas', 
BriV (popnjW.OOOiis orctjnaruwfilledJ 
»,5».withitourisU^whQ §pendltheir| 

days browsing Ig'the lgcal tax-freeShops \ 
or'mounting expeditions intoHhe rugged,' 
mountainous coi&tiysiae just out of town. 
But 'the '120 Jrno^y?Ameritaffi"sciergists 
.and techmcia^\wocon*ergaiin Chile's 
southernmost aty^rVmost of August and 
; September^ignorea kadwrtisements .ftor 
huntmg';^bikuig^a3disk3toursHlnstead, 
each day they scar&edtiia bulletin board 
• *•> ••.•«-4iB!®»»i«i!i;saai8«s+ " 

.SET—ii. 4 

GLM-Q ChemicafiwasteSspewed into the air threaten the earth's climate ? 
* • — V-. , - ::< ft . ; _ _ _ J < 

tling into a twelve-hour round-trip flight at 
altitudes of, up to 40,000 ft Along the way?. 
thelinstruments. continuously collectedl 

i data* on 'atmospheric, gases, "airborne 
i particles and solar radiation high'abowj 
4 the frozen contmenL"Meantirrie,''pandl« 

in the hotel lobby for the latest informal 
tion on a different sort of venture. ^ fc 

Thirteen, times duringlitheir ieight-jj 
week stay, a specially outfitte'd DC-g, took' 
off from thes.Presidente.!Ibaaez Airport, 
twelve miles: northeast of̂ Punta Arenas. 
iOften the 40-odd scientists ajd support 
Screw listed for a given flight had to.leave 
Ethe hotel soon after midnight^) prepare 
She plane and its research instruments. 
Once airborne, the;DC-,8 wolildbank 

•s&uth toward .Antarctica, l.Ojjp miles 
ly, fighting vicious winds before set-

ifligrrts tookSff from Ibanez to gathertiH 
*fiitiohalatm?--'---:-'J^-,-'-"-,-"'~ia ta&pheric'data'atneariy^a 
Ahe altitude.^anned.by;.a4one.'pilot,ffl 
liockheed ER-2, me'research1 version" 
the high-altifgdeiU^-spy.plane.V 
twelve sorties 
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|ihMi^l3^iiles,ffor,.six,hours at a time. 
.'iKi&oth wrcrarcwere part of anunprece-
;" dented, J10 million scientific mission car-
jPriecKput b^'the 0 5 . under the combined 
'Spb&rshipof NĴ fA, the]National Ocean

ic and,Atrnpspherjc Administration,.the 
NaU^al-^ienceiFoundationVand.' the 
Ch«nical^ftanumcturers Association. 
TOerjurpose9tqjfh\d outlwhy the layer of 
^ n e ^ . m meup jer atmosphere, which 
ifotecB the, earth's surfacefrom lethal so-
--'Wtr^abletapdiat}bn,'was badly deplet-

;oyer7^ri'tarctica. Ipie^scale of .the mis-
inLreflectedQan; intensifying; push to 

liffderstand- the^detaiTed^dynamics of po
tentially "disastrous changes in the climate. 
0^ danger of ozone depletion is only part 
of'the piSblemJJscien'tists.are also con
cerned about thfc( "greenhouse effect,", a 
^longlterm^arnung of the planet caused 
iliy cfiemicaichanges in the atmosphere.;. 

- liin^jhe threat to^he.ozigne.was first dis-
;covered in, W83, wjien scientists'with the 
BntisR-Ant^ctic §uryey^made the star-
ilfog, Observation ;t£at! concentrations of 
zone |j} the s"tratosphere \*jere dropping at 
drairfatic fatebverPAntarctica each.aus-

sprfiig;only .'to ttaduauy become re-
Jenishea by.tiwend ̂ November. At first 
ley^spSculateS^tha^.the.^henomenon 

iLba the tresult_0fiincreased sunspot 

vjtyVqs the unusual<weather systems of 
^•-'tfi;:";.S-Btj,.L>..».;v *-

\ 

Jrara|afe 

woxiaj^OTdwmeigases! 

• 3 - W 5 " thef.Antarctic.ieb now widely accepted i-buttheCFCcbhnection^^'mdrefeyident; • 
that windSare partly responsible, but sci- | LNotes Sherab6d;.Rowfand,*£ chemist; at-
entSts arS increasingly convinced that g'the Uhlvefsity/of^C^hTpnii^ar^Irvine"! 
thereis a more disturbing factSr at work; g'tThe measurements afgcleanefj.^;timet_ 
TM..M..._-:A«- ^_yr_ -/-_i-—-—$>i- iuL^_: •• more'.'de^e^The^fe*seeffi^ 

c h a m m q r e c l j | a r i y ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ 4 : 
cAtmosphenc^scie^istsJHaye^Iong; 

! khownr that ,therj?are^brrad'hTstbncal^cy|r' 
fcles [of global'warrrung'and^blnig^post' I 
^experts]believeTthat'i;tfie^eartli's|surfaceM 
^gradually.began waramgaftMtfelastlce'1 

•age jpeakeH:l8,000 yMrs'ago:;BuCo^y,re-
rjcehUyihas; it,dawned^on'i'scienusUi^that 
these climatic!cycles cffi.bel'affected;!by 

Q coolants in refrigerators an3 air condition"-
ers, for mafang plastic /foamsKandVas 
cleaning solvents foBmicfoelectrOTic cir£ 
cuitry^MouniEirig eyidehcS has Berhbn^ 
strated that under certain conditions these 
compbu3ds,i rising frpm.ea^h high' into 
the stratosphere', set off cherrucal reactions . , . • -,, 

..that rapidly destroy ozone. ^ . 'ft : I 0 man. Says Stephen Schneider ,.of the Na^ 
The precise^chemical process ISJ still oJ tional Center for Atmosphenc'jCesearcH 

uncertaintybut the central roleof CFCs is CQhv Boulder: '''Himansjare^al'terin'g.jthe 
.. T . _« «»._"_,-_•»_— earth's surface and' changing:.th'e-atmo: 

sphere at such a rate* that we have become 
a competitor with^natural.5 forces Uhat 
mamtamour'tlimatel;Wha't.'isnew;isjhe 
pbtehUalTirreversibility^of '̂tHeVcrianges 

• • - - - • - - ,v >.ji.V,«&',.Tt»¥.,-'.5 

undeniable. Lasthnontri Barney Farmer, 
an atmospheric physicist at trie Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory in "Pasadena, Calif., 
announcedlthat his ground-based obser
vations as amembeV of the 1986'Antarctic . 

2 National Ozone Expedition' pointed 'di- U,that are now tokingplace."|i|-|^^! 
> rectly to a CFpozone link^JTheEvidence. ̂ f tS Indeed; if thejozbhe layer^diminishes 

'<s\.. . J : J <«t... :.iM ..__.sv I;'over.'pppulated'areas:
i:^dlth'erejis",some 

revidence'thaf it̂ )̂hai ibegmiib;do|sb*Jal^ 
V '̂though nowhere' aVdramaticaUy°as in' the 

w isn't final," sjjie said, 'Jbut it's! strong 
enough." Earlier thiS-month, results fron" 
NASA's Puntâ JAJrenas project ;coafinne( 
the bad news. Not only was the ozojie hbli 
more/severelyadepleCed; tfian ever be-"jp 
fore—fully 50% of flie*gas$had laisap-\| 
peared d---- R '-- " ~ * ~—-— J 

with the 

irivisibleto the human1eye"; causes'sunbufn: 

ICCHI (ozone depletioni)! 
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^ultraviolet light breaks off a?& •. 

' chlorpfluorplcarbpn molecule.:;' 

,: Ozone molecule" — . . . . . . 

The chlorine attacks an ozone 
molecule! breaking it apart ; 

?ahdarnolec^e1of'chldnne^-t|'l'; 
;mo.no^eTare.fo^ 

iAfter a free oxygen atom • 
^breaks'up the chlorine p ^ ^ i ^ |] 
.imonpxideithe'chlorineisfree ;*rl 
f to begin the process again (2) • 

' marked the end of the ice'age. And that 1 ' 
§ change, notes Schneider, "completely re-
03 vamped the ecological '• face' 'of' North 
LAmerica."; ' .'••"" •' ',»«V V< !•-'•.}zi\ 

The relationship between' COi emis
sions and global warming ;.is more than 
theoretical.' Two' weeks l'agoi a"- Soviet-
French research team announced impres-

, sive evidence that Cpj'levels and world-, 
rj wide average temperatures'are intimately 
O related. By looking at cores' of Antarctic 

ice, the researchers showed'that over the 
past 160,000 years,'ice ages'have coincid
ed with reduced COi levels and'warmer 
interglacial periods have been marked by 

^increases in production of the gas.'!' '''• ''•* 
„. Although the region-by-region effects 
I of rapid atmospheric warming •are'far 

from clear, scientists' are confident of the 
' overall trend. In the next" half-centur^ 
3 they fear' dramatically ;:altered' weather 
" patterns, major shifts of deserts and fertile 

regions, intensification of tropical storm 
and a rise in sea level, caused mainly .by' 

_the expansion of sea water as it warms up.] 
r- The arena in which such projected clVI 

made warming will first'be'played'out w 
the atmosphere,' the ocean of gasevtw 
blankets the earth! It is ^remarkably tW 
membrane: if the .earth were the sue of u! 
orange, meatmcsphereiwould be"oniy'SI 
thick as its peeL The bottom'layer of the" 

tea 
Line canns sunowe^wj-:« UHBIUMK 
miles. Because^ air.|warmed .byftSI 

. I. lmmunevsystemXyathout: ozone to. screen " — 
co [put^thrultrayioletj'such'ills will:"certainly 
g iinarwS^TJtii^^atip^;Academy :^fjSci-. 

^en£es*,'esiirirates*tot^^^ 
. levels ?could^cause,vJ0,OOO.'mbre'cases 'of 

' * " ! • • - ? • 
earth's surface'rises'and^lder airj 

ozone depletion, and far harder to control,^ down to replace it, the tropo^here'isi^ti 
'is'the greenhouse;effect, caused in large2 stantly chunu^.]A:r«rmanent^air;|^j 
? part by carbon dioxide (COj). The effect ofm streams .from the pqlesSathe'equatorSj 
;,COi4in the atmosphere is comparable to 
' the glass pfa greenhouse: it lets the warm-] 

•Skincancer^Vear" inthe!U.S3bhe, a 2% ji ing rays of the sunk but keeps excess heat 
^crrase^ese 'd^ers^ere^enoughTto « from reradiating back into space. Indeed, 
I spur'representatives'of 24countries,"gatn- «man"made"contributions '.to the.green-

r-•-. .. ;.,^....:-., ...^. ••- «••• - ' , ^ 0 ^ effect,:niainlyCOi that is generated 
: by the burning of fossil fuels, niay be has-

'er^at .'a-Umted. Na'tiohsrSponsored ,cqn-
2 ference in Montreal last monthl to agree'in 
w jrmciple'toa;u^ty'that calls for'limiting 
~ I {the producdon5>f CFCs and-similar'com-

Ljpounds that wreak havoc'on the ozone.;|. 
r.r?5?Potentiaiiy"more'Sdama'ging than 

•tening a"global wanning trend that could 
T raise average temperatures between 2* F 
. and y'Eby the year 2050—or between five 
and ten times the rate of increase-that' 
*-v f I i t . •»•••••• If: j i y 

low aldtudes, and from:th'e.equatorld^J 

•' air'•' masses,'distgrted.\tg|ine!!ibtatiglj 
•the .•'ear^'i"geierate'^reyMling;§ni 
.that drive weathejacrosslhe heinispKe 
and. aid'.the spread;of poUut^ts^into'lrX') 
troposphere. :Aboye:4tj^^turnKal,';*™,' 
stratosphere extends upward, to a^1' 

.''miles. In the lower stratosphere, hi 
rising air that has been^growing 

•ihigher'and higher altitudes be j ' 

•&!*T~**ai+'U 

JL 
| ^ p rcSJpreflight^jjreparation to landing piloting RASA'S spe-^ 
l^'l^ciallyjeciuippecl F A 2 highaltitude^research aircraft u not_3 
krffor the fatnthearjed' j h e threejnlots who flew the. twelve sokCJ 
^^missionsJh1rough'the^N^.tarcfic ozone holeTfoundlhe task g m - ^ 
BfAehng'^n hpiir befor^zoonungjnto the stratosphere, eachjhad""* 
•^Mp^don a bnght^prange pressure[suit and begin breathing pure „ 
Y~ oxygen -to remove mtrogenlfroin the blood^and ̂ tissues, thus^,-
r ^preventing thebends.^whiclljcan'result fromrapidreductions 1̂ 
p . in'air pressure Once airbornV-i'you blave'to have patience,",*; 
' ""says Pilot Ron ^ruhams.jWho flew the'first^mission. "You're 
<• strapped into a seat and can't movefor seven hours''^- "Z ' 

_, - Although the pilots hadjbeen bnefed by meteorologists on 
* what to expect they still found conditions aloft astonishingly 

t harsh Accustomed to clear broad vistas at high altitudes, the 
- , pilots—who took the ER-2 as high as 68,000 ft.—were startled 
j& to encounter layers of translucent mist composed of tiny ice 

j>wH 1» ^^ r i f f - y , £. -V^ I ~ T ' * 

62,"*t* . I,- ~ 

^»>- .^i-im^ijsm^mw^^^-^i^^ 

r^mmmmF 
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warme'iy'The reason,' in a' word: ozone.' 
ŷ"; Ozone-(Oj)is^a form of oxygen that 

rarely occurs naturally in the cool reaches 
of.the troposphere.! It is created when or
dinary £oxyg'eri: molecules • (Oj) are. boni-
jgtded^ith solar ultraviolet rays', usually 
.%f'the stratospherê ' This radiation shat-
JersUhe'bxygeri(molecules,! and some of 
lBelfree,Bxygen!atbms retohibine with Oj 
Ejform\Gj;lThe cohfiguratibnrgivesiitja 
property i'that: two-atom'jb'xygeni does! riot 
:.havKMt:cari.effidehUy;absbrb'ultraviolet 
light;Ih7doing so,'ozorie;.protec'ts 'oxygen 
itlower altitudes from being broken.up 
and-;keeps7.most:of these ^harmfulrrays 
frbm-penetrating- to the earth's surface. 
Theveriergy of ;the: absorbed! radiation 
Seats up the ozone; creating warm layers 
high in-.the stratosphere that act as a cap 
on the turbulent troposphere below, ti •„!. 

^SfOzone' molecules' are 'constantly, being 
.made. But they can be destroyed by any of a 
n̂umberVoT chemical. processes; <most' of 

JKemTriaturaL• For'„exanipIe; the stratcv-
)£ fefiere'receives regular injections of nitrcP 
""• pnrbearing' coiripouridsj such as nitrous ox-

He!(Prdauced by".riiicrobes;and fossil-fuel 
[wmbustion*; the gas rides the rising air curj; 
ren'ts'td'the topI of the troposphere. Forced; 
fifeKer still by the'tremenddusupward push-' 
'ft tropical storms, it finally enters and per̂ : 

colates slowly into the stratosphere. ~' ';™'^ 

J.:3&ike most gaseous chemicals, man-
;•'^made or ,natural,|that •• reach, the 

'Ki-'stratosphere, nitrous oxide tends to 
._ Jj^stay there: Indeed, arecent Nation- • 

aPAcademy of Sciences report likened the 
^per'atmosphefe.tto a citywhose garbage 
B picked up every few years' instead of dai-
^ A s long as five years after it leaves the 
ground;NjO niay finally reach altitudes of 
h£j-tnilesJand-above,''wherejit is broken 
igit'bŷ thejsanie ultraviolet radiation that 
Stes^ozone. .The resulting: fragments—f 
"led̂ radicalŝ —attack and destroy more 
Jn?.mblecules2?Another, ozbne:killer is 
MthMe;«:â cari)OT;hydrogeri'compound 
^u^Jbymicrobes in swamps,'rice pad-, 
iies tand. the i intestines -of- sheep, cattle 
aSbrfermites.'4'viii.'o:..--.r;.;j,,•.)•- •..••. • ' 
p<jf,v<<.,v:.".,-•';•:'.• . - . ' '•••: \>' • •' • '• 

Worse than even satellite Image recorded Oct. 5 showing ozone holeover Antarctica 

'.;f For millenniums, the'process of ozone\ —--••*•» "—*—'—" «--— ** 
production and destruction has been more.' 
or less in equilibrium. Then uV1928 a groups 
of chemists at General Motors invented a" 

the National .Ceriter̂ or?AtadsphenC'JRe3!: 
search:',,'Ybu'didn'tv^ 
labeled 'blue'pairit'j.tô cbmê dut "red3Sihce!j 

w, «..—. - , n thenthe growttfdf CTCs'h'a?i^n^fabuldui'*:j 
nontoxic, inert gas (meaning ;that "it dries§ arid ]the^ye?jbeeh^pre^u«fuL^Inde^;j 
not easily react with other substances) that -ca'cFCs turned c«t'te:bê airamll̂ of̂ nuraclew; 
— c_. — J ..••; i._'i:_ n-r̂  .—:- ;chemicaik:'prd^ik^^ 

' of thousands of tons.yearly,' tfieyseeined al-"' 
O was first used as a coolant in refrigerators.; 
§ By the. 1960s, manufacturers* were'using 

similar compounds, genetically called' liribst fafgoddTfo'jbet " t « i S | ^ ^ ^ - S S S ! 
: chlorofluorocarbons, as! propellants in? ^i^Th^wt^^Hjipi^^h^d'^^djiA 
aerosol sprays.rjAs industrial chemiralŝ UAfepbrt that.tece'am^^ 
they were ideal iThe propellarits had to be "^ found in thealrribsphefe fi^tohenbrlh-' »4 
inert,"isays Chemist .Ralph Cicerone, of «?ern arid souUiernjhenifa'pheres.'iWhat'were'.! 

. ^ ^ ^ . o i - v S ^ ^ i , : :-ui 

Bcleŝ ,lwentm'td"clduds at 61,000 ft; arid I didn't come out 
K^hble"aine;visays.Williams of the.first flight Another suf-
nseV.'femperatures did not'warm when the plane soared into 
fis7stfatdsphere.';Iristead; they plummeted to ; - ' * '' '" 
"̂•JOT̂ low enough, to cause worries about a.*--

*0reeze-u'p.̂ i'•:'!.''•!;! • '•..(• ;•.. • :i..;. ! . .;. 
^At 60,000 ft; winds as high as 150 knots buf-
fctedjthe aircraft Even so, the real difficulty 
S3ie from.40-knot gusts that tossed the plane 
Sound during landings.' With special; scientific 

"itomehts installed in pods on its long, droopy: 
S£s£'ihe'.ER-2 is-'.'like;|a: big albatross—it's- •. 

ifejyfwinged,".says!Operations Manager?'. 
SesCHerbonneaux of NASA's Ames Research';'-. 
ffltefiWhUe watching a particularly hairy ap-j 
""""rtq:tKe.runway at Punta Arenas, he re-' 

I chewed a little bit of my heart out" 
Conditions aboard the'DC-8 were consider-; 

ily .better. The plane; which carried up to 41. Williams suits 
i«j|̂ iJHi (t-ir-\.-:?*-r".if'--- i; ' .:y. '•:• •: 

'•• 3* ' . - - i ' '-• •" - . ' ' ; ' - '-. i ••••«•'t '/0 :,'"; .%•-•'*',•.:i '••Si:i^;^*p 
scientists, flew no higher than 42,000 ftron itS'13imissio'hs,;and<-r>»:.| 
those'on board were free.tomoyeaboiit ButJKea^~cloudsbb^btt?; 
scured views of Antarctica most.of the'time; arid lhej:fl^ts'Si< 
i/-:.vi, -/in-_;Were a tedious eleven hours' long.'- Obsery«:A~t-tr;£;'v 

: mospheric Scientist Ed Browell, of NASA's Lktig-^.p1. 
ley Research Center in:Virginia:'"I sort of.lik-.v.f! 
ened wha'Cye were doing to taking off from the ."• • 
East Coast' flying to the West Coast to do ours.!.. 
work, then flying back East to land."..?: ;•, . ^ j U\A\ 

To . break -the monotony,. scientists .•.tbbk.i.y i.'; 
aboard a variety of stuffed animals, including" a'."̂ :;j 

• seal, cat arid penguin, and warrried up siiacksbf:-?W 
•••. pizza, empa'nadas/, popcorn 'and hamburgers5n"iSJi 
'. the. microwave1 oven:-<^bm:iteriiperaturefwas':(?H •! 

kept cool'to avoid overheating the tigh-tech'in'-'&s;^ 
• strumehtation: Says;Atmospheric-Physicistijfe! 
Geoffrey Toon, of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ii';!;: 

•' in Pasadena; Calif.: "If you tried to sleep during'a?.! 
up for takeoff ;.• your off hours, usually you froze." .';.-; •; <->{>-*:'î >j;i;. 
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'M^^iimsasii^k^^^. Environment 
&W\$Wtbtsfr&&^^i&rV,rs2t?jr>tf>f?-f---•&••!• *•• w. ••«••'jpt,.;...=< ;••.. • • •• ••• • • ' • r •••••?'--•.• ••*•—•-.r...j 
s&eyjdpmgJhere&The answer, as Rowland Treason: computers prescreening data from | exists'and that its abundance'is high 
>and|h^^Uea^e7|Mfmo^oln^>'spon ^monitoring satellites had been pro-z enough to destroy czone, (four understand-
,;£amdj§®jth£t;toerej^^ of.the catalytic cycle is/correct. We 
^OT^togojjutinto^ data'showing a 30% or greaterT need to go back to the lab and resolve the 
naerao^^M^are'lsprayeVi direc^y:intb*the^«lrbpin ozone levels.''After British scientists Luncertainty." • (.' ,^';>h-[-/'^l^-liH 

"i^iftey^rapefrcm refrigerator coils, and w reported the deficit in 1985, NASA;went r That is not all. Scientists are still not 
•u— ._ .— ;2 , . , . . r— «_..! J -i i -1—i.._, jjj coniputjj. records, finally recog-

that the satellite data had been 
showing the hole all along. 5 J 

_ . .... . _ . . ;j^e| ••'•'! Still, the existence of an ozone hole did 
U, breakapart easily underthis glare ofultravi-'-jviqt necessarily mean CFCs were to blame',. 

completely sure why the hole remains cen; 

tered on the Antarctic or why the depletion 
is so severe. It may have to do with the pe
culiar nature of Antarctic weather. In win-

. . . . _-_,; - -.--=. T—--: - >• ter the stratosphere over the region is achi-" 
^olet lightiThf rraulU'frreichlormeVatoms/ T and'a number of alternative explanations ally sealed off from the rest of the world by 
-- which attock ozone to Jorin'chlorine mon-'. |. were proposed. Among them, says Dan At g the strong winds that swirl around it, fomt 
^pxide(C10)_andp2;The.C10thencombinesobritton, director of the Federal Govern-co ing an all but impenetrable vortex. Says O-
<z> witha'frjee'bxygenjatom to form Qj and a g* ment's Aeronomy Laboratory in Boulder, "" . . . . . . 

chlorine atom. The chain then repeats itself. _ 
:"For every chlorine atom you release," says''; 
'Rowland,""ipp,000 molecules of ozone are 
remnvArl fir»TTi*tli*»atmri«r*ln»r*'wTI";£-. .i""̂  '.'-r^ remOTedfrbmweatmc«phere!t!n'-t'-'-.̂ .;J'i in the movement of air from the tropics, 

was the notion that the "hole did not signi
fy an ozone loss at all, just a breakdown in 
the 'distribution system." An interruption 

ccH4(factory)| 

P'S./AiM*'*:-' 

ij~.;.s*idkTvi 

ICCH5 (termite mound) 

cerone: "Looking down at the South Pole is 
like watching fluid draining in a sink. It's 
like an isolated reactor tank. All kinds of 
mischief can occur." • • " • . ; • ••? 

One likely source of mischief making 
. .. , .- t. 

|CCH6 (refrigerator) 

- • ' > i i 

•"^l AliandoiWdrefi^smtinTcMlntM^! 
!£• ] I »re mado up of ozooe îtfcKklngCrCil 
V>-r.j--.'r.ii-« !i-?k..'!>T •,i*V<JSw-.»*<^»S 

•>.•;-' •'iC;Mj?19J4?.Rowlarid;
,and 'Molina an- I; where most ozone is created, to the poles 

nounced their conclusion: CFCS were weakr could easily result in less ozone reaching 
enngjiie.ozone layenenough' to causeia [.the Antarctic. Another theory: perhaps the 
"•W^jkffCMase in skin cancers, perhaps gsunspot activityjhat peaked around 1980 
enougftito-perturb the planet's climate'by eqcreated more crane-destroying nitrogen 
rejuggUng.the stratosphere's temperature ;| radicals than usual, which would.be acti-
pro«£ftil9TCtoeU.S,; banned their^^ . .•!;• ;. .• 
"P^Sj^i^Ple ,assumed the problem. pC-! '•; But while most scientists agree that at-

Q^-.^SJ-—1W1vi r e c aV s Rowland. But the : mospheric';chemistry and -dynamics ".are] 

^•""Pe^^nUnuedtouseCKSmWosol r major causes, theincreased scrutiny of the 
wcansrpthetuses. of CFCs began to increase i Antarctic "atmosphere following the dis-

worldwideisayji Rowland:fAll along, crit-' covery of the hole has seriously undercut 
»'^2mpi^m •" —'"0ZDne :dePletion.,was • the sunspot theory. Data from Punta Are-

not^basedqn.realiatrnospheric measure- ?nas, says Robert Watson, a NASAscientist 
ments^-until,';thatiis,'.|the/:ozone hole ap- [q involved in that study, made the verdict all 
peared.:Now .we're not talking' about ozone, " ~ 
losses; in 2)50. We're' talking about losses :• 

L ^ t y ^ g ^ ^ . ^ y , ..-v.. ;;;,:; ^ , 
r?;:*'?or;. several years (̂ NASA's, scientists ; 

^ ^ ^ l 3 t a c c e p t jdata'on the Antarctic 
wfJS^jfeole; that was before'their.eyes-̂ The \ 

but finaL Nitrogen and.ozone levels were 
down,'but concentrations of chlorine mon
oxide were 100 times as great as equivalent 
levels at temperate latitudes. Says Watson: 
•'We can forget the solar theories. We can 
no longer, debate that chlorine monoxide 

clouds of ice particles'in the ?polarstnJ 
sphere. Explains Rowland: •"Mcstly.'yt 
: don't get clouds in the stratosphere becaS 
most of the water has been frozen out e " 
er. But if the temperature gets low e 

, you start freezing out the rest.". Indeed,*)! 
O may prove, to|be a .central'cause!pf.J 
gozone hole'since it provides.'suffaces.{_ 

kind of chemistry only recently asscciaS 
with reactions in the atmosphere.̂ InVp' 
'eous state, 'molecules' bounce around'ij 
eventually some hit one another.' ButsiE 
ing a surface for the molecules' to collof' 

-speeds up the reactions considerably. f9 
P y It is not yet clear.whether..ozqnejE 

pletion in the Antarctic is an isolated j 
I nomenon or Vhether:it is'an^pni 

J warning signal of more slowly prbgi ^ 
Qozone destruction worldwide. Data'S 
I cate that the decline over the past *e| 
I years is 4% to 5%. Scientists estiniatel 

'•TIMEOCTOBHlii 
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natural destruction of the ozone could ac- Q continues, that concentration will double, 
ommtfor-2% of that figure. The Antarctic o. trapping progressively more infrared ra-

^?coSI3.?xplain an additional 1%. The'Gdiationintheatmosphereril •'•; ; '". "'•' ' 
jmaining'1% to 2% could simply be the p • - The consequences could be daunting. 

_t/6f*normal. fluctuations., As. Albrit-
^Jjiresearch j team reported,;"A deple-i 
icnoftKis magnitude would be very diffi-: 
jultlbideritify.against,the background of. 

T<»rly understood natural variation." > j ;..•; 
^Th'e.same'cah.be said for;the green-, 
lousê effeSĵ it'is too soon to tell,whether 

Says National:Center for Atmospheric 
Research's Francis Brethertoh: "Suppose 

athan, "we've committed ourselves toa cli-'l 
matic warming of between one aridrthree:' 
degrees Celsius' [1.8*T.'S.'S^H^butSge:' 
haven't seen;the'effect"jThh"ektra?hea*t;J 
now trapped m t̂he'oVians,!he^sa '̂shraild j 
be released over' thefte^SO.'to'SO-years^s? 

it's;August in New York City. The tem- 'uhless;of ccWse,'an'eyent"like'abig.yolca^: 
:perature is 95"; the humidity is 95%: The"nic.eraption'c6unteracts'ic'N6tes[R^S^-: 
heat wave started on July. 4 arid will con- 2athan:i!;By'the'tim'e'we;k^o^to"theo^is'; 
tinue through Labor DayZ.While warmer 0'cbrrecf,-it.will^bV.ujqJateJtoSK^itheieat^ 
temperatures mieht boost the fish catch in^Tt inff-that has alrMdv.̂ ccMrrediKi'Scfineitler̂  temperatures might boost the fish catch i ,. ,... , lin.'tiingthat has already;oWun^"jScnrieider! 

-*mual;global warming has'indeed be- "Alaska'and lumber harvests in the Pacific ^sees no heed to'.waitiSays^c;j^e^green;'; 
'tJUrilike ozone'depletion, the.green-§ Northwest, • hel-says, :'the Great Plains l—l" " " '-'''-- *---•' ---i!^-'—'-•"••t-^-. . . . . . feat Plains 2house effect isrthe..least;cbntipversiaHheiv 

jg5i&*effect isl-a, natural.phenomenon UJ could become a^ust bowl; people would,'>Dry.matmosphericsciehcei^>;,^^.^;^; 
O wfhjjpositive consequences/ .Without, it; J^move north in search of food arid jobs, arid,' W b^Iaybei'.Buticliriiate is'govtmed-ij&^an' 
°? E^troqCCIiniate Modeler Jeff Kiehl,.ofz Canada might rival the/Soviet Union as ^iirray"of/oices}that!mtei^t;uifdizoTn^yi 

legational Centerjfor'Atmospheric Re- P thejworld's most'powerfulnationjlreth- §complex'iwaysjThe*at'mo^sph'erie5farid; 
arch, '/the earth'• would i be uninhabit- ertdn admits thathis sceri'ario.is specula- .03 oceans' are;cWy/ltwb/^j6npiecesl6f,the..; 

[J^t'k^hat keeps us frcm being an ice-, s tive. But,-he says, "the climate changes; puzzle'/:A^".ĵ vblvea '̂:charigra')'im?;the" 
'oze .̂plariet like Mars." Indeed, if gases'! underlying it arejcohsistent with what we earm's'm6vements:as itorbits, the ̂ uijj'jiSi.--
te^PjQid:not trap the ran's energy, the iLbeUeve mayhappen."Tf *;(•' V-̂ ;̂  

§ 

u 

ft-i<;.i!v4ti-, •..••i.i:.. • • .1 
arth's mean temperature would be 0* F, 

X atherthariithecurrent59"; J :•:,.. • •-. 
- SgStiU,:as'ifar^back.as the late 1890s, 

Swedish'Chemist Svante Arrhenius had 
filgun to fret that the massive burning of 
Sal during !.the Industrial Revolution, 
which pumped unprecedented amounts of 
^:~into,the atmosphere, might be too 
much of a good thing. Arrhenius made the 
fthling prediction that a doubling of at
mospheric COi would eventually lead to a 
l̂ F warming of the globe. Conversely, he 
oggested, glacial periods might be caused 
^diminished levels of the gasjjlis con-

r* OTDoraries scoffed. Arrhenius, however, 
a. ins exactly-right In his time, the COi 
«" Scentration was about 280 to 290 parts 

£ million—just right for a moderately 
farm, interglacial period. But today the 
stint stands at some 340 p.p.m. By 2050, 
(the present rate of burning fossil fuels 

- . Such changes'riiay already be under
way., Climatologists havcnoted,an in
crease in mean global, temperature of. 
about 1" F since the turn of the century—-
within the range predicted if: the green
house effect is on the rise. But, warns Rog
er Revelle, of the University of California 
at San Diego, "climate is 'a complicated 
thing, and the changes seen'so far may be 
due to some other cause we don't yet un-, 
derstand." The absence .'of a clear-cut <£. 
signal, however, does not- disprove .the 03 

2 theory. Scientists expect any excess 
03greenhouse warming to be masked for, 

quite some time by the enormous heat-
absorbing capacity of the world's oceans, 
which have more than 40 times the 
absorptive capacity of the entire 
atmosphere. • ,/ 

(f'Right now," declares University of 
Chicago Atmospheric Scientist V. Raman-

O 

. i^Ti.ri,. jri,i;"?* i'ti *AwjL '.;;i--;pw ,.u 
:vegetable and animal lifel^The feedbacks 
areiienormously' cornplicated,^says;;Mi-; 
chael MacCracken, of the Lawrence layer; 
more National :Lab6ratory/iri California; 
."It's like a Rube Goldberg machine in.the: 

sense of the number of things that interact 
iniorder to tip the world into fire or.ice." ;V. • 
i :J?bne of Bie'-most-.fundameritaL-.'ele^ 
merits of the Rube'Goldberg'machine is' 
the-'three astronomical cycles 'first, de
scribed'by'Serbian Scientist Milutin-,Mi-
lankovitch fin :• the; 1920s; The '̂swirigs', 
which involve.long-term variatiorisurthe. 
wobbling of the earth's axis, its tilt and the 
shape of its orbit around the surii'bccur ev
ery 22,000,41,000 and.100,000 years, re
spectively. Together they determine how 
much solar energy the earth receives.arid 
probably cause the earth's periodicmajbr 
ice ages every 100,000 years or so, as well 
as shorter-term cold spells.- .-•-. ' ' 
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mmmtmm- Environment m *t A mmmmmmM 
SButvMilankovitch cycles only scratch 

K e surface of climatic change^Volcanoes, 
ffWaample,ysehd up veils of dust that re-

j^simlight;ahd;act to cool1 the planet 
jDeseftCiwitlTtheirnear white'sands, also 

iflcctrsuhlight'as'do" the polar, ice caps. 
topical rain forests; hbweyer.'have the'op-

i^ff«t^eu-^^k"green;foliage,like 
Vdarkblue'of the ocean, absorbs solar ra-
aooni.botb.tendto warm th'e'planeLT* j j ; 
B^~^«";^hich'shade about:half the 

once'covered '3 million sq.'mv'has been" 
-slashed by an estimated 10% to 15% as the 
•i region has been developed for mining and 
agriculture; an additional 20% has been se-j 

Q riously disturbed.-When the downed trees"' 
o£ are burned or. rot,. CO] and other green-3 
0 house gases are released The same kind of. 
11 deforestation jn'Africa, Indonesia aridthe'.' 
1 {Philippines,- say experts; may .'already' be' 
U helping to make theworld warmer. ';>$£'!& 

r -, .To make'matters worsiCa host of oth-*j 
er gases ,'are'now known to add.tothe' 

should have'signed'a;treary that'redu'ced;] 
-CFC'j5pr^uction^y^;95%^notvs^.^.!x;j 
' Ncme'theleffl,'the''Envirorimental̂ TOte:2 
-tionlAgency has^calculate^th^tvmthputS, 
: theJaccord,]a'sta'ggenngl3i million'iiddi^J 
'tioriarcases of.'sldniCaricerVwouldoccurt' 
>m6hg'peoplefembefo*fe2075.riW/S^^ 

based Climate Research Iffl^fui^u-gues* Srtn's'surface''atanygiven|time,arean- „ . .... . . . , ,_. . . . 
Meftimportarit 'climatictfactor.- Says' I greenhouse effect In 1975, Ramanathan [2 that"adjustments m:;agricmtnral/produc-a 
^^toakley.oftheNationalCenterfor ' • -—--—-~«"~ •«- ««• •= • «— -«<-<>!-:•-»«•-• W-WJ,,! .™™™.* 
Kun6spKenc>Resau^'>3fiy6u' heat up 

ic atmosphere and pump more water in, 
SBlK^wul̂ chaJoge^But̂ hdw? :We don't 
gj^j^Wat'eVvaporgfor: example, is yet 
j}Muier^greemiouse/gas^.but^the.white-
gray'suifaces'bf clouds'reflect'solar ener-

• I. was amazed '.to discover;, that jFreon, a 

S' '"'widely used CFC'was ah infrared absorb ,̂; 
er. "It had a very large impact," he'says.*. 

t£i"SiriM;then;"tracking-down".the:;role of 
. Q other trace gases has become a cottage in-.' 
• gj dustry; There ire'dozensgjf them;'[aiKl 
;'.i;,they;are'rivaling the effects of increasing', 

ifSM^ctfeffecLpredmninates? Answer: I; COi?'0n fact,- by the year)2030 the earth I 

/tioni^like'^liindtihgVthe^w^qf/nitn^BS 
-base^feru^2er^woffld^w^nl3^aNsli^ti 
'effect? Ampre impor^tstep^Md~ be to• 
::jprotect^the"topicd;^ 

I ; tliaVw^djferta^^ 
Kop^^jOb\ioSly^the^ib^iar^eMlnng'': 

;'step"wofad1 f̂o*cuiJiî ^ 
1"sU"fu"e1s?a~melisuretlffi 

accomplish, in iindustrialized -countries 
witnciut a.wholesale tturn''.to energyycon-. 
servation or alternative, forms'of; power. 

Vision of l^rt and ilesolatUw new'coocefM t h ^ the now fert^^ 

[hidepends.on the cloud. The bright, low- I will already face the equivalent of a dou-
f̂erclstratocumulus clouds reflect 60% of blingofCOj, thanks to these other rapidly 
incoming solar rays. But long, thin mon- ' increasing gases, including methane, ni- . — ------i-- ->-< -^.''C^'-*^, 

fsoori'.clouds.let solar heat in,while pre-U trous oxide and all the CTCs. "These « » $ ^ « | w j w ^ - « ^ ^ 1 ^ j ^ ? 2 ! 
jraiting'infrared radiation from escaping. §5 the little guys," says Schneider. "But they & might.be: ^ ? l 0 ^ ^ \ < ^ ! 1 , ™ 1

1 ! 
^Another contributor to climatic 1 nickel and dime you to the point where I would be alTbut unppssible.to carry out 
change is the biosphere—scientific jargon Lthey add up to 50% of the problem."]] LpouucaUyandttonomicaUy.,i;''^"'^ 
feme realm of all Uvfag things on earth. • , •" — V, Until, now,, the .earthy -climate has 
And it is the biosphere that threatens to r - • s &en a n v w a v to s I o w e i t n e r t h e 

I 

{tip the balance. To be sure, many of its ef-
fects;are,-natural and as such have long 
ken part of the climatic equilibrium. Ter-

EBtes,;;fort example; produce enormous 
[mounts of gas as they digest woody vege
tation: a. single termite mound can emit 
tve liters of methane a minute. The meth-

I greenhouse effect or the depletion of 
the world's ozone? The Montreal ac
cord, agreed to last month after nearly 

five years of on-and-off negotiations, is a 
good start on ozone. It calls on most signa
tory countries to reduce production and. 
consumption of CFCS by 50% by 1999. De-

been a remarkably stable, self-correcting 
machine, letting in just the right amount 
and. type of solar, energy, and providing 
just the right balance.pf temperature and 
'moisture to sustain life. Alternating cycles 
ofcold and warmth, as well as greater and 
lesser concentrations of different gases, 
have forced some species into extinction. 

|>™e. escapes into the atmosphere, where it 3 veloping nations, however, will be al-coThe same changes have helped others 
'can not only destroy ozone but also act as w lowed to increase their use of the cheml 
1 greenhouse gas in its own right "Ter-
Oiites," says Environmental Chemist Pat-
rick Zimmerman, of the National Center 
for. Atmospheric Research, "could be re
sponsible for as much as 50% of the total 
atmospheric methane budget" 
jji. Actually, the biosphere becomes a 
problem only when humans get involved. 

cats for a decade so they can catch up in 
basic technologies like refrigeration. The 
net effect, insist the treaty's advocates, 
will be a 35% reduction in tqtal CFCs by 

Lthe turn of the century. 
j - Some experts do not believe the pro-1 
ejected cutback is good enough. Says Row-: 
"" land: "The Montreal agreement simply Vi-~~—"-—— i - i i « i U W I W I U 6 H i i n u i i w i . - M i i u . A l i o m u U U C U l i l£ICCmClt l SIITipiy 

^Brazil the Amazon rain forest which T isn't sufficient to protect the ozone. We 

evolve. The irony is that just as wehave 
begun to decipher the climatic rhythms 
that have gone on for hundreds of millions 
of years, we may have begun to change 
them irrevocably jAnd as the unforeseen 

isdiscovery of the ozone hole demonstrates, 
still more unexpected changes may be on 
the way. —BylMdaelD. Lemonick. 
•Reported by X Madeleine Nash/BouUer, with 
otherbunaos 
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TTL-

GLM-

The Ozone 
Vanishes 
And not just over the South Pole. A hole in 
earth's protective shield could soon open 
above Russia, Scandinavia, Germany, Britain, 
Canada and northern New England. 

CCO VI 
By MICHAEL D. LEMONICK 

lobe) What does it mean to rede
fine one 's relationship to the 
sky? What will it do to our 
children's outlook on life if 
we have to teach them to be 
afraid to look up? 

—Senator'Al Gore, 
Earth in the Balance 

The world now knows that danger is 
shining through the sky. The evidence is 
overwhelming that the earth's strato
spheric ozone layer—our shield against 
the sun's hazardous ultraviolet rays—is 
being eaten away by man-made chemicals 
far faster than any scientist had predicted. 
No longer is the threat just to our future; 
the threat is here and now. Ground zero is 
not just the South Pole anymore; ozone 
holes could soon open over heavily popu
lated regions in the northern hemisphere' 

- as welt as the southern JThis unprecedent-
r ed assault on the planet's life-support sys

tem could have horrendous long-term ef
fects on human health, animal life, the 
plants that support the food chain and just 
about every other strand that makes up 
the delicate web of nature. And it is too 
late to prevent the damage, which will 
worsen for years to come. The best the 
world can hope for is to stabilize ozone 
loss soon after the turn of the century. 

r lf any doubters remain, their ranks 
dwindled last week. The National Aero-

_ nautics and Space Administration, along 
J with scientists from several institutions, 
o announced startling findings from atmo-

I spheric studies done by a modified spy-
plane and an orbiting satellite. As the two 

60 

I .craft crossed the northern skies last 
month, they discoverec record-high con-

„ centrations of chlorine nonoxide (QO), a 
O chemical by-product o the chlorofluoro-
w carbons (CFCS) know i to be the chief 

agents of ozone destruc tion. 
Although the result* were preliminary, 

ccov2 (ozone map) 
Chlorine nioMiiMr t l iun I 

The red patch is 
a cloud of 
chlorine 
monoxide, as -
seen by NASA's 
Upper 
Atmosphere 
Research 
Satellite last 
month. Ozone 
destruction is 
most likely to 
take place north 
of 50° latitude 
and could start 
as early as late 
February. 

they were so disturbing that NAS A went pub-
licamonthearlierthanplanned, well before 
the investigation could be completed. Previ-

£ ous studies had already shown that ozone 
? levels have declined 4% to 8% over the 
L northern hemisphere in the past decade. 
plJBut the latest data imply that the ozone lay-

TIME. FEBRUARY 17.1992 

er over some regions, including the north
ernmost parts of the U.S., Canada,.Europe 
and Russia, could be temporarily depleted 
in the late winter and early spring by as 
much as 40%. That would be almost as bad 
as the 50% ozone loss recorded over Ant-. 

3 arctica. If a huge northern ozone hole does 
°? not in fact open up in 1992, it could easily do 

so a year or two later. Says Michael Kurylo, 
NASA'S manager of upper-atmosphere re
search: "Everybody should be alarmed 

L. about this. It's far worse than we'thought." 

r And not easy to fix because CFCS are 
ubiquitous in almost every society. They are 
used in refrigeration and air conditioning, 

O as cleaning solvents in factories and as blow-
(H ing agents to create certain kinds of plastic 

L foam. In many countries CFCS are still 
spewed into theairaspartof aerosol sprays. 
- Soon after the ozone hole over Antarc
tica was confirmed in 1985, many of the 
world's governments reached an unusually 
rapid consensus that action had to be taken. 

„ In-1987 they crafted the landmark Montre-
z al Protocol, which called for a 50% reduc-
g tioninCFCproductionbyl999.Threeyears 
I_I later, as signs of ozone loss mounted, inter-
5 national delegates met again in London 
w and agreed to a total phaseout of CFCS by 

the year 2000. That much time was consid
ered necessary to give CFC manufacturers a 
chance to develop substitute chemicals that 
do not wipe out ozone. m • 

" [[But the schedule now seems 
far too leisurelyjJ[Last week's 
grim news spurred new public 
warnings and calls for faster ac
tion. In Denmark an Environ
ment Ministry spokesman went 
on television to urge fellow 
Danes not to panic—but to use 
hats and sunscreen. German En-
vironment Minister Klaus 
Topfer called on other countries 
to match Germany's pledge to 
stop CFC production by 1995. 
Greenpeace activists in Britain 
|met with Prime Minister John 
Major and implored him to halt 
the manufacture of all CFCS 
immediately. 

The U.S. Congress passed a 
law in 1990 that called for an ac
celerated phaseout of CFCS if 
new scientific evidence revealed 
a greater threat to ozone than ex
pected. Last week the Senate, by 
a 96-0 vote, found the evidence 
alarming enough to justify a fast
er phaseout "Now that there's 

the prospect of a hole over Kennebunk-
port," Senator Al Gore said, "perhaps Bush 

2; will comply with the law." William Reilly, 
5] administrator of the Environmental Pro-

Ltection Agency, said that the US. might 
seek to end CFC production as early as 1996. 

f The vital gas being destroyed is a form 

KEY: 
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of oxygen in which the molecules As the ozone 
have three atoms instead of the gets thinner, 
normal two. That simple struc- people may 
ture enables ozone to absorb ul- have to cover up 
traviolet radiation—a process 
that is crucial to human health. 
UV rays can make the lens of the 
eye cloud up with cataracts, 
which bring on blindness if un
treated. The radiation can cause 
mutations in DNA, leading to skin 
cancers, including the often 
deadly melanoma. Estimates re
leased last week by the United Nations 
Environment Program predict a 26% rise 
in. the incidence of nonmelanoma skin 
cancers worldwide if overall ozone levels 
.drop 10%. 

PMOraaHAPHaBVJAMCSW.KAT 

year-round to 
guard against 
harmful-
radiation from 
the skies. The 
pale look could 
become sexier 
than a deep tan, 

5 l _ ^ c c e s s u v radiation may also affect the 
. body s general abHity to fight off disease. 

Says immunologist Margaret 
Krrpke of the M.D. Anderson 
Cancer Center in Houston: "We 
already know that ultraviolet 
light can impair immunity to in
fectious diseases in animals. We 

9 know that there are immuno-
cu logical effects in humans, 

though we don't yet know their 
significance." 

Just as worrisome is the 
threat to the world's food sup
ply. High doses of UV radia

tion can reduce the yield of basic crops 
such as soybeans. U V-B, the most danger
ous variety of ultraviolet, penetrates 

S scores of meters below the surface of the 
cu oceans. There the radiation can kill phyto-

I plankton (one-celled plants).and krill 
(tiny shrimplike animals), which are at the 

TIME, FEBRUARY 17,1992 

: orgams ns. 
very bottom of th 
Since these 
concentrations in 
ish larger fish, the 
humans—may face 
age. Scientists/ 
and animals can ad; 
by developing U\ 
ments. But that 
and no one 

The impact of 
first in Antarctica, 
have been severely 
for several years, 
ganisms are not 
have begun to prod 
ments. In Australia 
crops of wheat, so 
been affected, and 
threefold rise in skii 

ocean food chain, 
found in greatest 

Antarctic waters, nour-
Itimate consumers— 
. maritime food short-

belibve the lower plants 
pt to rising UV levels 
absorbing cell pig-

wo{ks only up to a point, 
that point is. 

< zone loss will be felt 
^here levels of the gas 

depleted each spring 
Populations of marine or-
shi nking so far, but they 

ice UV-absorbing pis-
scientists believe that 
ghum and peas have 

! lealth officials report a: 
cancers. There are an-

s knows what 
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I ecdotal reports, of more cancer in Argenti-
' na too. While no increase in cancers or cat-

2 aracts has shown up yet in Chile or New 
°i Zealand, experts note that these diseases 
Lean take years to develop. 
- Many people are reducing their risks. 
In Punta Arenas, Chile's southernmost 
city, some parents keep their children in
doors between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., and soc
cer practice has been moved from midaf-
ternoon to later in the day. The Australian 

•2-government issues alerts when especially 
•J high UV levels are expected, and public-

service campaigns warn of the dangers of 
sunbathing, much as U.S. ads counsel peo
ple not to smoke. In New Zealand school
children are urged' to wear hats and eat 

Jheir lunches in the shade of trees. 
Scientists are also concerned about the 

potential effect of ozone depletion on the 
earth's climate systems. When stratospher
ic ozone intercepts UV light, heat is gener
ated. That heat helps create stratospheric 
winds, the driving force behind weather 
patterns. Says Sherwood Rowland, a chem-

9 ist at the University of California at Irvine, 
CQwho first discovered the*dangers of CFCS: 

"If you change the amount of ozone or even 
just change its distribution, you can change 
the temperature structure of the strato
sphere. You're playing there with the whole 
scheme of how weather is created." 

Weather patterns have already begun 

to change over Antarctica. Each sunless, 
winter, steady winds blow in a circular pat
tern over the ocean that surrounds the con
tinent, trapping a huge ajr mass inside for 
months at a time. As the sun rises in the 
spring, this mass, known as a polar vortex, 

% warms and breaks up. But the lack of ozone 
D causes the stratosphere tO| warm more slow-
I ly, and the vortex takes kmger to dissipate. 
I This leads to even more ozone destruction: 
I the polar vortex acts as a sort of pressure 
I cooker to intensify chldrine's assault on 
L ozone molecules. , 

W hen Rowland and his col
league, Mario Molina, is
sued the first ozone alert 
back in 1974, they had no 
idea that depletion would 

be particularly severe in Antarctica or in 
any other part of -the world. What they did 
predict was that CFCS would not disinte-

p—i grate quickly in the lowef regions of the at-
5 mosphere. Instead the, hardy chemicals 
W would rise into the stratosphere before dis-
" sociating to form CIO1 and other com-
^ pounds. The highly reactive chlorine would 
00 then capture and break apart ozone mole

cules. Each" atom of chlorine, it was later de
termined, could destroy tip to 100,000 mol
ecules of ozone—at a fir faster rate than 
the gas is replenished naturally. 

TBut Rowland and Molina had deduced 

I only the broadest outlines of the process. 
The details had to wait until the mid-1980s, 

^ when atmospheric scientists realized belat-
U edly that while worldwide ozone levels had 
w declined somewhat, there was an enor-
|_mous deficit in Antarctica every yeafl^e-
r-termined to understand whether CFCS 
[ were the culprit, NASA mounted a series of 
I flights from Punta Arenas into the Antarc-

Q tic in 1987. They revealed unusually high 
gj concentrations—up to 1 part per billion— 

Lof CIO. They had found the smoking gun 
Rowland and Molina had predicted. 

_ Rowland and others figured it was a 
combination of factors that made the 
ozone over Antarctica particularly vulnera
ble. First, the polar vortex collects CFCS 
that waft in from the industrialized world. 
Second, the superfrigid air of the Antarctic 
night causes clouds of tiny ice crystals to 
form high up in the stratosphere. When the 
CFCS break down, the resulting chemicals 
cling to the crystals, where they can decom
pose further into CIO, among other sub
stances. And finally, when the sun rises af
ter the long winter night, its light triggers a 
wholesale demolition of ozone by chlorine 

O monoxide. 
§3 In Antarctica winds circulate unimped

ed over the frozen Iandmass. In the north, 
though, the polar vortex is less well de
fined. Winds travel alternately over land 
and water, whose differing temperatures 
disrupt the smooth flow of"air. The vortex 
wobbles and sometimes breaks up entirely. 
Moreover, the Arctic stratosphere is not as 
cold as that over the Antarctic, and ice 
clouds are less likely to form. So while sci
entists knew that some ozone destruction 
should take place, they presumed it would 
not be nearly as severe as the southern 

_ho!eJV\ reanalysis of 10 years' worth of 
- ground-based and satellite data, complet

er cd last year, revealed a relatively mild but 
^ widespread depletion over the northern 
<0 hemisphere, with losses of 4% to 8% over 
L much of the continental U.SJU 
*• When NASA's ex-spy plane, the ER-2, 

began a series of flights out of Bangor, 
Maine, in October, it quickly became clear 
that something strange was happening. For 
one thing, volcanic ash, lofted into the 
stratosphere from last year's Mount Pina-
tubo eruption, was evidently taking the 
place of ice crystals, giving CFC byproducts 
the platform they needed for their chemi-

, -, cal reactions. Moreover, the scientists 
^ found that naturally occurring nitrogen ox-
M ides, compounds that tend to interfere with 

and slow down these reactions, were virtu
ally gone from the atmosphere. Why? Be
sides enhancing the reactions that create 
ozone-destroying forms of chlorine, ex
plains Susan Solomon, a chemist with the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration, "the volcanic aerosols pro
vide a surface for chemical reactions that 

..suppress nitrogen oxides." 

Ozone depletion is cause for caution, but it's no reason to stay, barricaded in
doors or put on an astronaut suit before venturing outside. Excessive expo

sure to the sun's ultraviolet (UV) rays has always been dangerous; the ozone 
problem just adds to the risk. Says NASA'S Michael Kurylo: "We're not talking 
about a single exposure to a death ray. It takes repeated exposure'over long peri
ods of time." 

Even if there were no atmospheric damage, an estimated one-sixth of all 
Americans would still develop skin cancer during their lifetime. Most cases are 
curable, if detected early. The 4% to 8% loss of ozone over the past decade could 
raise the risk at least 15%. A significant increase in cataracts, which now afflict 1 
of every 10 Americans, could also occur." 

As the ozone depletion gets worse, health risks will rise, but the odds of get
ting cancer or cataracts can be dramatically reduced by following guidelines that 
doctors recommended long before ozone depletion became a big issue. Their 
suggestions: ! 

• When out in the sun for prolonged periods, wear protective clothing. That means 
choosing fabrics that have a tight weave and donning a wide-brimmed hat. A base
ball cap is not adequate because it leaves the delicate rims of the esps exposed. 

>• In summer, when comfort calls for shorts and T shirts, use a bfoad-spectrum 
sunscreen with a sun protection factor of at least IS. 

• Minimize the time spent in the sun between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. 

•• Wear sunglasses when outdoors in bright sunlight. Ask for ones that are treated to 
absorb UV radiation or that meet the American National Standards Institute Guide
lines for eye wear. Poorly designed sunglasses that do not block UV rays could do 
more harm than good. Under dark lenses, the pupils dilate, making it easier for U V 
light to damage the delicate membrane of the retina. • 
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Anotherflight that tookoff from 
Maine on Jan. 20 provided the clinch 
er. The polar vortex had temporarily" fl 
dipped as far south as Bangor—"It was atl 
most as if we were deployed over the North? 
Pole," says geophysicist Darin Toohej^K 

p L'.C Irvine—just in time for the ser&hve 
nj instruments on board to detect CIO,3n a 
M world-record concentration of 1.5 parts per 

billion. Data from the Upper Atmosphere 
Research Satellite had already foundjbm-
parable levels of CIO over Nortfiffn Eu 

in Australia, with ozone alerts and 
~ stern warnings to wear sunglasses 

' and sunscreen. 
Some scientists are equally con

ned about the smaller but worsening 
loss at mid-latitudes. The mecha-

' msnftbehind polar ozone holes was not 
^ predicted before its discovery. Could there 
CO be an undiscovered reason for ozone to 
J^ vanish over temperate zones as well? May-
O be soijton Jan. 12 the ER-2 swooped south 
§) instead;^ north. Says Anderson: "We dis-
I covered to ourshock that there was CIO all 

^ rope, and the evidence pointed to a poten-
M tial ozone loss of 1% to 2% a day. 

* Even with all these factors in place, 
there is still one clement necessary before a 
certified ozone hole can form: the sun. If 
the polar vortex breaks up before the sun 
rises after months of darkness to trigger 
the reaction, there will be no hole this year. 
If the vortex holds together until late Feb
ruary or early March, keeping its brew of 
dust particles and chemicals intact, ozone 
levels will almost certainly drop. Says Har
vard chemist James Anderson: "We are 
now protected only by the hope of a rapid 
breakup of this vortex." But even if the 
hole docs not appear within a few months, 
says Anderson, it will almost certainly ap
pear within the next few years. 

When it does, the area of greatest 
ozone depletion and greatest danger will 
most likely be north of 50" north latitude, a 
line that nearly coincides with the U.S.
Canada border and also takes in all the 
British Isles, Scandinavia, the Netherlands 
and much of Belgium, Germany and Rus
sia. Regions farther to the south could be 
affected too, albeit not so severely. Life in 
the far north could come to resemble that 

i the way down to the CaMbean." It was a 
r_) very thin layer with conccngations of only 
gjO.l part per billion—but fliis was much 
Lhi^her than anyone had predicted. 

[No one is sure just howjjich conccntra-
.ionsof the chemical got thegjerwhether it 
is destroying ozone. It may bSQiat some of 
the ClO-rich air from the polarVortex has 
split off and headed south on its own—a 
phenomenon that has been observed in the 
past And while ozone depletes) has not 
been directly observed, the chertBjry over 
the Caribbean appears to be righStiere is 

THE POTENTIAL 

1
CIO; there are plenty of dust particles from 
Pinatubo; there is sunlight. NASA's Kurylo 
thinks significant ozone loss is in fact hap
pening in the tropics. Says Harvard's An
derson: "This is cause for extreme concern. 
It is the mechanism we most fear."] 

.- What also frightens scientists is the fact 
that CFCS remain in the atmosphere for 
decades after they are emitted. In their 
original research, Rowland and Molina es
timated that CFCS can last 101) years or 

2 more. Even if CFC production stopped to-
° ' day, researchers believe that stratospheric 

levels of chlorine would continue to rise, 
peaking during the first decade of the next 
century and not returning to anything like 

^natural levels for at least a century. 

r The ozone story is a tragic saga of doubt 
and delay. Rowland recalls that for several 

^ months after his original ozone paper was 
O published in 1974, "the reaction was zilch." 
Y " was not until 1978 that the U.S., but not 
I most other countries, banned the use of 

CFCs in hair sprays and other aerosols. 
Not until the Antarctic ozone hole was 

confirmed in 1985 did nations get se-
irious about curbing all uses of 

Z CFCS. By now as many as 20 mil-
P lion metric tons of these potent 

Lchemicals have been pumped 
into the atmosphere. 

World leaders should remem-
r_> bcr ozone when they think about 
gj other threats to the planet. If they 
• always wait until there is indisput

able evidence that serious damage is occur
ring, it may be much too late to halt the 
damage. Consider the widespread scientific 
predictions of global wanning from the 
greenhouse effect. No one knows for sure 

O that anything terrible will happen. But hu-
2 manity has boosted the amount of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere by at least 25%. 
It is reckless to subject nature to such giant 
experiments when the outcome is unknown 
and the possible consequences are too 

.frightening to contemplate. 

r At least nations now seem to agree 
on a crash effort to save the ozone. But 
the cure will not be instantaneous. The 

< world may not know for decades how 
5 costly the years of recklessness will be. 
I And whether children should be afraid to 
^look up. —RmportKlbyD*iiCn)IUYint •nd 

Dick Thompscn/Washinfton, with otfwrfeuruus 

ECTS OF UV LIGHT 
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AS THE OZONE THINS, 
THE PLOT THICKENS 

55 

Franceses, {.yman .}-/;'--%:'. 

--pr all but the people of Australia, New Zealand, southern Chile, 
and Other places at the bottom of the globe, the "hole" in the 
pgrfh's ozone layer over Antarctica has seemed reassuringly far 

, away.' Since the alarming phenomenon came to light in 1985, the 
•TJ fi H • rSK f̂t v/!l fw I I5f* B911 [•̂ B*L* 1 ~i! I'!! L*V! 11 l*H L*ilt*XJL*l!lL?Killi2^B°4£s^Aa3mzmiJa 

uncharted territory at the coldest, furthest edge of the earth. High-flying 
spy planes have rocketed to maximum heights to take readings of ozone 
and Other chemicals in the sfratPsphere; cargo planes have touched down 
PR runways pf ice for ground-level research; and robotic eyes aboard 

l [ * j y ||(<M*I»J'l*l*g*\f IMIIIfKlltfllWlMI^Fi^f^g^.'lWHlv^MI 

• fgpt yjgjl on "the hole in the sky," Yet these probes of our own planef s 
[xyjtaj Signs have seemed more abstract than the moon landings. 

was eroding mHeh:fe'§tenhan prefliftpf}- And this year, with little media 
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"ccoT2(Anderson)-
CCOT3 (Solomon) 

At the South Pule, chem
ist Susan Solomon, who 
led the first mission to 
probe the ozone hole in 
1986, alights from a he
licopter. Harvard Uni
versity's James Ander
son (left) will head a 
mission this fall to study 
the northern hemispliere's 
ozone losses. 

•^0 

Hi? 
certain times and altitudes) is spreading or 
that some unknown factor has come into 
play. One new development has been com
pared in magnitude to the discovery of the 
ozone hole: scientists found that tiny sulfate 

£P particles at the densely populated mid-
latitudes may be creating a stratospheric chem
istry similar to that formed by ice crystals in 
stratospheric clouds of the Antarctic and, to a 
lesser extent, in the Arctic. 

r- "It's now quite clear that these dust parti
cles [in the temperate and tropic regions] do 
affect the stratospheric chemistry and contrib
ute to ozone depletion. The real question is 
how much," says Susan Solomon, an atmo
spheric chemist with the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado. 

5 Solomon led the first expedition to investi-
« gate the Antarctic ozone hole in 1986, and it 

was she who originated the hypothesis that 
the ozone-hole mystery was a case partly of 
cold temperatures and partly cloud chemis
try: Antarctica was cold enough for clouds to 
form in its stratosphere, and these cloud 

_surfaces catalyze the chemical reactions. 
— Why ozone depletion is occurring faster 

than scientists believed possible is still a puz
zle. But if the crime is still unfolding, the 
culprits have long been known. They are a 

O group of compounds called chlorofluorocar-
§5 bons used in a host of common products 

from refrigerators to foam mattresses. Once 
hailed as "miracle chemicals," they are now 
the target of a worldwide ban.JjA landmark 

-international agreement, the Montreal Proto
col on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 
Layer, which originally required only a 50 
percent cut in CFCs by the year 1998, was 
strengthened at a meeting in London in June 
1990. At present, the protocol calls for a total 

Z ban on CFCs and halons (another, more 
<z> potent ozone-depleting compound used pri

marily in fire extinguishing), and a ban on 
two chemicals used as cleaning solvents: car
bon tetrachloride by the year 2000 and methyl 
chloroform by 2005. The agreement also calls 
for a program to help Third World countries 
phase out their use of CFCs. 

"The problem is not just over 
Antarctica . . . It's over our heads, 

here, now." 

[Even these stronger measures now appear 
to many as too little, too late.lrhe new NASA 
data has upped the ante for a speeded up 
phase-out of CFCS, while sending a strong 
message to the industry to speed its search 
for substitutes. At an international meeting 
held in Nairobi, Kenya, in mid-June, dele
gates set the stage for another round of strength
ened amendments|(Observers say that nego
tiators are likely to move up the ban of CFCs 
from 2000 to 1997. EPA is considering speed
ing up its regulations, too. 
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As fast as industry now moves away from 
these chemicals, environmentalists insist it 
has to be faster.j|"Every time the ratchet has 
been tightened, industry has found new places 
they can cut their use of CFCs," said David 
Doniger, a senior attorney at NRDC, who has 
worked on the issue for the last seven years. 

To spur a faster CFC phaseout, some coun
tries have introduced their own more strin
gent domestic laws. Germany, for example, 
has passed a law that will ban CFC produc
tion by the year 1995. Australia, Sweden, and 
Norway are banning halons as of 1995. Can
ada will cease CFC production in 1997 and 
phase out use of methyl chloroform by 2000. 
And in the United States, nearly two dozen 
states have laws limiting or banning CFC-
bearing products. 

Meanwhile, with several provisions regu
lating CFCs coming into effect under the 
Clean Air Act in 1992, consumers can use 
their purchasing power to spur the recycling 
of CFCs (see "CFCs: Just Say No," page 29) 
and put pressure on manufacturers to de-
.velop truly ozone-safe products. 

A
deep blue, acrid-smelling poison
ous gas, ozone is toxic when found 
in the smog around us. But in its 
rightful place—a distance of eigh

teen to thirty miles above the earth—ozone is 
vital to the planet's health, protecting the 
DNA of all living things from dangerous 
ultraviolet rays. Considering that scientists 
link the origin of ozone in the stratosphere 
with the birth of life on earth, it is hard to 
imagine a more catastrophic risk 
than ozone depletion. Little won
der that EPA today regards it as 
one of the highest-risk environ-
, mental problems. 
- As far back as 1974, scientists 
Sherwood Rowland and Mario 
Molina, of the University of Cal
ifornia at Irvine, theorized that 
CFCs, whose uses were soar
ing at the time, could—because 
of their stable chemistry—waft 
up undisturbed to the strato
sphere, where ultraviolet light 
could release their constituent 
element, chlorine, which could 
then destroy ozone. They soon 
realized that not just one ozone 
molecule was destroyed by each 

Q chlorine atom released, but a chain reaction 
g; left chlorine to wander off to destroy 100,000 
Lor more ozone molecules. 
i— Environmentalists considered the threat of 

ozone depletion so great that they made 
banning CFC use in aerosol spray cans one of 
their biggest causes during the 1970s, as Ly-
dia Dotto and Harold Scniff wrote in their 
memoir of the controversy, The Ozone Wars. 
EPA began regulating CFCs before they were 
firmly pinpointed as a major cause of ozone 
depletion and officially outlawed "non
essential" uses of CFCs in spray cans in 1978. 
By then the markets for these products had 
all but disappeared anyway, thanks largely to 
consumer boycotts. Like companies now try
ing to catch the green consumer wave, "Arrid 
Extra Dry came out with a new product that 

O said 'safe for the ozone' right on the can" in 
oa the late seventies, according to Dotto and 

Schiff. 
EPA's ban of "non-essential" CFCs (90 per

cent of aerosol sprays) left for future regula
tion other sources of CFCs in refrigerants, air 
conditioners, coolants. Not until ten years 
later did EPA get around to regulating the 
chemicals, dragging its feet because of a com
bination of politics, bureaucratic oversights, 
and intense lobbying by industry, say people 
working on the issue. With hindsight, it is 
easy to say that a lot of time was lost debating 
the scientific facts. The government followup 
plans on CFCs gradually disappeared, la
ments scientist Sherwood Rowland, "and so 
did further research on substitutes. We lost 
eight years!" 

CCOT4 (chlorine levels) 
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During the early 1980s, the incoming Re
agan administration took the stance that ozone 
depletion was yet another case of environ
mental alarmism; then-EPA administrator Anne 
Gorsuch Burford, in her book Are You Tough 
Enough?, wrote, "Remember a few years back 
when the big news was fluorocarbons that 

o* supposedly threatened the ozone layer?" Con-
a cern died down, too, because worldwide 

demand for CFCs dropped, because of the 
U.S. spray can ban, followed by bans in 
Canada and Sweden, and because of a global 
economic recession. A 1983 National Acad
emy of Science study tended to downplay the 
threat of CFC emissions, and EPA nearly 
halted work on the issue. 

Industry, in the meantime, stopped re

search on CFC substitutes. A newly formed 
industry group, Alliance for a Responsible 
CFC Policy, campaigned in the early 1980s 
against a draft proposal to place a cap on CFC 
emissions. Quietly, world CFC production 
started to rise again, and was diverted to new 
markets—coolants, foamers, and cleaning sol
vents for electronic components. Between 
1978 and 1986 CFC emissions grew at a rate of 
about 5 to 7 percent a year worldwide. 

Fortunately, when Burford left EPA in 1983, 
high EPA officials began listening to a few 
staffers who questioned the low-depletion 
forecasts, according to NRDC's Doniger. They 
also recognized that CFCs were not simply 
ozone-depleters but also potent contributors 
to global wanning, as every CFC molecule is 

The Ultraviolet Zone 
A biological experiment on a grand 
scale, started when the first ozone-
depleting chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs) were produced in the 1930s, 
is now unfolding. These chemicals 
are being phased out, but for the 
next thirty to fifty years, the earth's 
surface will be exposed to mount
ing levels of ultraviolet radiation. 

The ozone layer filters out solar 
rays on the high-energy end of the 
ultraviolet spectrum, called ultravio-
let-B (UVB). Since UVB damages 
DNA, the protein code every living 
cell holds, the biological effects of 
UVB are wide-reaching: Crops, 
trees, human and animal immune 
systems, as well as the microscopic 
phytoplankton at the base of the 
food chain, are all vulnerable. With
out the protective ozone veil, UVB 
would scrub the earth clean of life. 

The recent findings by NASA 
that ozone depletion is more than 
twice what had been expected a 
year ago has scientists worried. A 5 
percent loss of ozone, detected over 
the southern United States this 
spring could increase UVB by 10 
percent. Depletion is no longer fo
cused at the polar extremes but has 
moved over heavily populated re
gions. 

The numbers of human skin can
cers—the biological injury scientists 
understand best—will leap as a re
sult, to 12 million in the United 
States alone according to William 
Reilly, administrator of the Environ
mental Protection Agency. U.S. 

skin cancer deaths over the next 
fifty years will increase twenty-fold, 
to 200,000, from the 9,300 EPA pre
dicted in 1988. 

Worldwide, higher doses of UVB 
are likely to have much more wide
spread effects on plants, animals, 
and ecosystems, but these impacts 
are the least understood. Biological 
researchers are now trying to an
swer a host of questions about ul
traviolet radiation: What regions of 
the world will be most affected? 
Might sea mammals be deprived of 
their diet and die out? How is radi
ation linked to tropical diseases 
such as malaria? How much more 
susceptible are children? 

While some scientists predict ca
tastrophe, others take a less alarm
ist stance. Henry Lee, who heads 
EPA's team researching ozone de
pletion's effects on marine life, puts 
himself somewhere in between. "I 
don't think [those effects] will be 
catastrophic, but a change in UV 
may have a minor effect on oceans, 
but those effects will be extremely 
widespread, because water covers 
70 percent of the earth's surface," 
Lee says. 

Except for the plants and animals 
inhabiting the dark reaches of the 
oceans where ultraviolet cannot 
penetrate, all life has had to adapt 
to natural levels of UVB. Ultraviolet 
radiation has even become neces
sary to sustain life, in some in
stances. Humans, for example, re
quire UV to synthesize vitamin D. 
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equivalent to at least 20,000 molecules of 
carbon dioxide. Pressed by a 1984 lawsuit by 
NRDC against EPA, the agency agreed in 
1985 to start formulating CFC regulations 
under the Clean Air Act. 

While policy was shifting, the real turning 
point in the story, of course, was the emer-

B̂  gence of the ozone hole over Antarctica. This 
m event jolted scientists from their typically 

cautious stance and eventually led to the 1987 
Montreal Protocol. Yet, the largest producer 
of the chemicals, DuPont, waited until 1988 
to announce that it would get out of the CFC 
business (and stop producing its big seller 
Freon), switch to safer substitutes, and sup
port worldwide controls. Brad Allenby, a law
yer with AT&T, said, "DuPonf s move earned 

o 
at credibility in the industry and a lot of compa-

- nies realized the writing was on the wall." r Some observers attribute DuPont's move to 
fear of vast potential liability, because of the 

z cancers caused by ozone depletion. Others 
> point to genuine corporate concern. Whatever 

L the reason, industry stopped fighting, four
teen years too late. 

g W ¥ N 

thin a few years, the tables had 
completely turned. As the Ant
arctic ozone hole expanded and 
NASA in 1988 reported "surpris-

1/1 ing" new erosion of the ozone layer, nations 
went back to the negotiating table. The Mon
treal Protocol, which called for a 50 percent 
reduction in the chemicals, also contained a 

But for the most part, UVB is injuri
ous to life. Human skin fends off 
UVB by thickening and producing 
melanin, the pigment that blocks 
UV. By absorbing or blocking UV, 
sunscreens perform the same role. 

Certain animals and plants pro
duce substances that act like sun
screens, according to Deneb 
Karentz, a researcher at the Univer
sity of California studying the ef
fects of UVB on Antarctic species. 
Eighty-six percent of fifty-seven ma
rine species Karentz studied in Ant
arctica—including algae, sponges, 
sea anenomes, leeches, sea spiders, 
and krill—all produce such sub
stances. Land animals cloaked in 
fur or feathers are also shielded. 
However, these adaptations may 
prove less effective as exposure to 
UV is intensified. 

Among the members of a spe
cies, ability to handle UV varies 
widely; there is a 100-fold range 
among Antarctic plankton in sus
ceptibility to UV, Karentz has 
found. As UV levels grow, popula
tions will shift toward those best 
able to survive, she predicts. 
Whether or not these resistant spe
cies can satisfy appetites up the 
food chain is one of the big ques
tions. Herbivores that are very se
lective about what they eat may 
find less appealing or less nutri
tious food. Such changes will trickle 
up to the upper levels of the food 
chain, says Karentz, but so far sci
entists do not have enough data to 
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predict what those changes might 
be. 

Human skin cancer has been the 
most studied impact of UV expo
sure. Skin cancer has three manifes
tations: basal and squamous cell 
carcinomas are for the most part 
disfiguring rather than fatal, and 
are linked to the amount of UV ab
sorbed over a lifetime; melanoma is 
rarer and often fatal, and is be
lieved to result from a bad sunburn 
early in life, according to Margaret 
Kripke, chairman of the department 
of immunology at M.D. Anderson 
Hospital and Tumor Institute in 
Texas. 

In recent decades, skin cancer 
has become dramatically more 
prevalent in the United States and 
Europe because of the popularity of 
outdoor recreation and tanned skin. 
Under EPA's newly revised ozone 
data, both melanoma and non-mel
anoma skin cancers will rise even 
more dramatically. 

Children are especially suscepti
ble. By age eighteen, most people 
incur half of the damaging effects of 
sunlight that they will incur over 
the course of their lifetime. "Chil
dren born in the last ten years are 
most vulnerable," says Janice Long-
streth, a risk assessment expert at 
Battelle Laboratories who is updat
ing a report on the health effects of 
ozone depletion for the United Na
tions Environment Program 
(UNEP). 

Ultraviolet radiation may induce 
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I clause saying that the treaty could be strength-
g ened if warranted. A total global phaseout, 
<*> unthinkable only a few short years before, 
l_was agreed to in June 1990. 
_ Before 1986, "few people could have con

ceived of a CFC-free world," Doniger told a 
group of industrialists gathered for the No
vember 1990 International Conference on CFC 
and Halon Alternatives. "It was conventional 

Q wisdom that even a freeze on production 
g» would leave whole industrial sectors high 

and dry and impose ruinous costs on the 
American economy. . .Now virtually every 
firm that uses these chemicals knows how it 
will eliminate them. Many of you already 
have." 

"Children born in the next ten 
years are most vulnerable to the 
increased ultraviolet radiation." 

r As fast as industry developed new CFC 
markets in the 1980s, it is disinvesting in 

^ them in the 1990s. That is no small task, 
w considering the indispensability with which 

these chemicals had been regarded and in-
L dustry's resistance to changejfEPA estimates 

& that the CFC phase-out will cost the Ameri
nd can economy $3 billion over the next decade, 
t- AT&T's Alienby, who now heads an indus-

skin cancer by lessening the skin's 
ability to fight off invasive organ
isms—including the body's own 
cells made malignant by exposure 
to UVB, says Kripke. UV exposure 
has also been linked to herpes sim
plex, leprosy, tuberculosis, lupus, 
and other genetic and metabolic 
diseases; exposure to UVB may also 
make the skin more permeable to 
parasites carried by insects or that 
live in water, such as Lyme disease 
and malaria, Kripke says. UV may 
even shift the AIDS virus infecting 
skin cells from an inactive to active 
state, according to a 1988 report in 
the journal Nature. UV can also 
cause conjunctivitis, and later in 
life, cataracts and blindness. 

Because the ozone shield will 
thin unevenly around the globe, 
some regions will be bathed in 
more radiation than others. Austra
lia, the most populated land mass 
near Antarctica, had skin cancer 
levels that topped those worldwide 
before ozone depletion began. In 
the skies above the continent, 
ozone loss is 17 to 22 percent 
greater during the summer than at 
corresponding latitudes in the 
northern hemisphere. San Francisco 
and Melbourne, Australia are at 
about the same latitude north and 
south, yet the rates of melanoma 
are 33.8 percent higher for men, 
and 82.8 percent higher for women 
in Melbourne. 

Because the nation's exposure is 
so severe, Australia has taken an 
aggressive stance in public educa
tion and public policy. Campaigns 
now encourage Australians to pro

tect themselves from the sun's rays 
with sunscreens, hats, and cloth
ing. Aussies have begun planting 
trees in schoolyards and have regi
mented outdoor programs for chil
dren around the time of day when 
they will get the least exposure, 
and the government has even man
dated hats as part of the school uni
form. 

Countries that are not close to 
the poles may be jeopardized in 
other ways; increased radiation 
could endanger global food sup
plies. Fisheries may be damaged by 
even small increases in UVB, and 
fish provides more than half of the 
diet for many peoples. 

Two-thirds of about 300 crops 
and other plants tested for their 
tolerance to UVB are also sensitive 
to it, according to a 1989 report by 
the UNEP. Among the most vul
nerable were peas and beans, mel
ons, mustard, and cabbage; also 
hurt were tomatoes, potatoes, sugar 
beets, and soy beans. 

Forests appear to be vulnerable 
too, according to studies carried out 
by Alan Teramura, a researcher at 
the University of Maryland. About 
half of the conifers Teramura has 
studied were adversely affected by 
UVB. "Small changes [in UV) can 
accumulate and ultimately have 
catastrophic effects," Teramura told 
New Scientist magazine last fall. 

UVB damages not only living 
things but polymers used in build
ings, paints, packaging, and count
less other substances, which it de
grades and turns brittle. Increased 
radiation could cause damage run

ning into the billions of dollars each 
year, according to UNEP. 

Scientists are working toward a 
better understanding of the impacts 
of UV, yet they have scant data 
about the amount of radiation now 
hitting the earth. One reason, ironi
cally, is that ground-level ozone 
pollution due to smog is obscuring 
information about ground-level UV. 
Ultraviolet is measured at metero-
logic stations at airports, which are 
mostly found in smog-blanketed 
cities, says Longstreth. 

Studies of UVB could light the 
way as we try to adapt to its grow
ing intensity, yet basic science re
search is losing funding. "EPA has 
decided that because we have a 
[CFC] protocol, we don't need to 
look at the health effects anymore— 
we've got a regulatory fix," said 
Longstreth. EPA's own program, 
too, is in jeopardy, said Bob Wor-
rest, its director, as its already small 
budget hangs in the balance for 
1992. 

Former Secretary of the Interior 
Donald Hodel was ridiculed in 1987 
for his suggestions that U.S. policy 
be based on "personal protec
tion"—that we rely on hats, sun
screens, and sunglasses rather than 
a meaningful global accord to pro
tect the ozone layer. Yet in Austra
lia, hats have become public policy, 
as the reality of life under the 
ozone hole has hit home. How far 
away is that scenario for the rest of 
the world? 

-Beth Hanson 
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try consortium called the Industry Coopera
tive for Ozone Layer Protection, says he ini
tially faced an uphill battle. "We would go 
around and tell companies, 'You guys are 
going to have to get out of CFCs,' and they'd 
say to us, 'We don't have to worry. . ..All we 
use is Freon.' Well, we realized very quickly 
that we had an information gap here!" 

During the last few years, the industry has 
stepped up its drive to avoid unnecessary 
releases of CFCs, cut easily replaced uses, 
and speed research into harder-to-find sub
stitutes. "Business is doing a great job on this 
stuff," says John Hoffman, an official in EPA's 
climate change division. "Companies are cut
ting use of CFCs far in advance of compliance 
deadlines." Some signs of progress: 

* By 1989, the food packaging industry had 
largely stopped using the worst ozone-
depleters, CFC-11 and CFC-12, for blowing 
foam used in fast-food containers and moved 
to lesser depleters like HCFC-22 (which it 
must also abandon by 1994). 

* Companies have reduced their use of 
halon in fire extinguishers by as much as 30 
percent during the last few years. 

* The electronics industry, which a few 
years ago complained it could not get away 

O from CFC-based solvents for cleaning sensi-
CQ tive components, is rapidly switching to al

ternatives, and, in many cases, even using 
soapy water instead. Some have modified 
their circuit boards to avoid having to clean 
them to begin with—saving time and money 
to boot. 

What has been harder than expected is 
finding good CFC substitutes in refrigeration 
and air-conditioning that can be used on 
existing equipment. In general, while the 
larger companies like Northern Telecom and 
AT&T have been moving quickly to phase 
out their use of CFCs, a vast number of 
smaller companies are less able to keep up, 
says Doniger. 

By 2000, DuPont and other producers hope 
to supply nearly 40 percent of their markets 
with hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and hydro-
chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), according to a 
chemical industry trade journal R&D. But 
HFCs, which do not deplete the ozone layer 
(they are made with hydrogen instead of 
chlorine) still contribute to global warming. 
And HCFCs (made with hydrogen so they 
will degrade in the troposphere and slow 
their rendezvous with the stratosphere) still 
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"My work is going fine. Unfortunately, it means the 
world is ending," said chemistry professor Sherwood 
Rmvland. Fifteen years ago, he calculated tlmt CFC 
moleades could wreak havoc on ozone. 

I deplete ozone, although at a rate only 2 to 10 
percent of the most powerful CFCs. While 

O industry wants to get a go-ahead from gov-
§3 emment to commercialize these new technol-
I ogies, EPA is reluctant to approve them ex-
I cept for a transitional period, and then, with 
L strict limits on production and consumption. 
- Some of the non-CFC replacements have 

their downsides as well, such as toxicity or 
flammability. Ironically, says EPA's Stephen 
Anderson, a number of industries are going 
back to the future with compounds that date 
back to the 1920s or 1930s. It is quite possible, 

^ for example, that we might see refrigerators 
w running on ammonia, the flammable sub

stance that CFC-12 replaced. "People still 
think of ammonia as unsafe," says Ander
son. "But if we'd known what we know now, 
we'd regard the chlorofluorocarbon as the 

_most dangerous chemical ever invented!" 

r "w*ndustry has shown that it can move 
I quickly when it wants to; the nations of 

§ I the world have also shown that they can 
* J L c o m e together to bring the world back 
I from the brink of global environmental catas-

• I trophe. But despite these signs of progress, it 
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is important to recognize how much damage 
we continue to inflict on the stratosphere. 
Yes, CFC protiuccrs are holding these com
pounds at or below 1986 levels. But more 

S than 20 billion pounds of CFCs, about half as 
" much as the total that has been manufactured 
I since the 1930s, could be made before the 
L phase-out is accomplished. 

The challenge of ridding industry of CFCs 

ades from now. Peak levels of ultraviolet 
radiation hitting earth will not occur until 

a 2010 or 2020; scientists know very little at this 
£ point how severe those impacts will be. At-

L mospheric chemists say the ozone hole will 
not be closed until about a century from now, 

r2075. Not surprisingly, pioneers like Sher
wood Rowland get fiCtie satisfaction from 
being vindicated in sounding the alarm on r t l t * . \ . l l * l l l i ; i l t l . V/l U H M I U J J • I I U U J H ^ VI *_» >..» £ . f%.iai£} , I I I U i V U I « . U 111 J V U M U 1 I I I 1 U l i QIUU1I VII 

illustrates poignantly that we cannot turn off u the perils of CFCs. When asked by his wife 
.u- i . «:i„ n-vn.cn „r (i,„ «t«t„ „,,-„ I n o w n j s w o r k o n CFCs was going, Rowland 
the faucet so easily. Because of the slow pace 

Sj at which manufacturers replace machinery, 
• there is a tremendous lag time between reg
u l a t i o n and results. 
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p Then there is the pace of atmospheric chem
istry. CFCs have lifetimes of up to thirty years 
per molecule. Because the chlorine (in CFCs) 
and bromine (in halons) that unravel the 
ozone layer participate in chemical chain re
actions in which they can escape undam
aged, they can continue breaking down hurv-

o dreds of thousands of molecules of ozone 
g before they themselves disintegrate. And each 

molecule of these compounds takes six to 
eight years to get to the stratosphere. Not 
counting the CFCs now escaping from car air 
conditioners and other products, there is an 
enormous bank of CFCs that have yet to leak 
out to the air—gas bubbles in old refrigera
tors, air conditioners, and even Styrofoam 

.containers lying in landfills. 
_ jt would be nice to be able to "zap" these 
I chemicals before they make their way up to 
Z the stratosphere, but there is no technology, 
"J as yet, for safely getting rid of CFCs on earth. 
|_For now, the focus is on recycling CFCs. 

The world is not going to feel the full 
"^"impact of ozone depletion until literally dec-

answered, "My research is going fine. Unfor
tunately, it means the world is ending!" 

P Perhaps the most sobering aspect of the 
ozone issue is scientists' realiza
tions that, with the discovery of 
ozone holes and the anomalous 
chemistry causing them, our 
models of how ozone depletion 
occurs in the atmosphere have 
been faulty at best. Beginning 
this fall, a team of scientists led 
by James Anderson, a Harvard 
University atmospheric chem
ist, will be launching a new 
expedition to determine more 
precisely why ozone is being 
lost over the mid-latitudes and 
to what extent this loss is con
nected to ozone thinning over 
the Arctic. "For eight months 

we will be looking at the continental United 
States and Canada," says Darin Toohey, an 
atmospheric chemist on the mission. "We 

^ don't have good models for projecting the 
O rate of future ozone depletion. We need more 

data." Besides looking at ice crystals, they 
will be looking at the role of Fine sulfate 
particles from natural and manmade sources 
found over our latitudes. Instead of Antarc
tica, the venue this rime is Bangor, Maine, 

.and Fairbanks, Alaska. 

II 
•f policymakers had known fifteen years 
ago what we know now, they would 
have realized how foolish it was not to 
.phase out all CFCs and to begin a speedy 

search for substitutes. Many, like Richard 
Benedick, U.S. state department negotiator 
on the Montreal Protocol, would argue that a 
strong hypothesis is a good enough argu
ment for action: absolute proof is not needed 
when we are conducting an experiment on 
our own planet. 

(ccnlir.ued en page 30) 
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I The lesions learned from the o/onc story 
should not be lost: they should be applied to 
tlu* global warming debate, as Michael Op-
penlu-imer of the Environmental IX'fcnse Fund 
wrote recently in a S'etc VnrJt Tuna op-cd piece. 
The penis of global warming, like those of 
o/onc depletion, allow for little margin of error, 
since their impacts are far-reaching, multi-
faceted, and will last for many years to come. 
There is a virtual scientific consensus that global 
warming will occur; the questions that remain 
ask how much warming there will be and 
where. Just as DuPonl and the CFC industry 
poured millions of dollars into debunking 
studies that sounded the alarm on ozone 
depleting chemicals, major manufacturers and 
energy users have mounted a similar cam
paign to debunk greenhouse effect theories 
and projections of global warming. 

The ozone story has some happy twists, 
Z however. Karim Ahmed, a chemist who 
\a worked on the issue for NRDC in the 1970s, 

says, "We were lucky to have banned CFC-
propelled aerosol spray cans back in the sev
enties." This act of prudence, he points out, 
took care of about 60 percent of the problem 
at the time. "With this we were able to buy a 
tremendous chunk of time," he adds. "So 
even though we lost time in the 1980s, can 
you imagine how much more draconian our 
measures would have had to be now?" 

Energy conservation to reduce fossil fuels' 
carbon dioxide emissions could be the aerosol 
spray cans of the 1990s. Mandating energy 
efficiency, in everything from cars and appli
ances to huge industrial applications and 
building construction, has long been advo
cated by environmentalists as a way to con
tain pollution and gain time in the fight 

.against global warming. 
- But that time is running out. By the time 

global warming can be measured, it will be 
too late to do much about it. We are already 
seeing 4 to 5 percent ozone depletion all over 
the globe, which models did not predict would 
happen until around 2025, when only a frac-

— tion of CFC production has been scaled back, 
ploiven errors in computer models, most sci-
Js er.tists predict that percentage will rise. J 
z I The Bush administration has failed to act 
J2 on global warming, arguing that more stien-
>: tific study is needed, and has even suggested 
Z that by regulating CFCs (because of their role 
i as greenhouse gases) we have already done 
I enough without having to consider regulat

es 

Sunrise on Easter Sunday, 1991, as a new balloon 
instrument lakes its first readings in Hie stratosphere 
over Sew Mexico. 

ing carbon dioxide. Most other countries of 
the world disagree. Environmentalists argue 
that both problems have to be tackled simul
taneously. 

The more scientists probe, the more they 
J, find ozone depletion and global warming 
g interconnected. Paradoxically, for example, 
u global warming encourages ozone depletion, 
X? as greater concentrations of greenhouse gases 
z tend to raise the earth's surface temperatures 
^ while decreasing the temperature of the strato-
x sphere. At the same time, greater ozone 
5 depletion creates greater ultraviolet radiation, 
| which spurs the formation of ground-level 
' ozone, another greenhouse gas. ] 

Some fear it will take a freak event in 
climate—a thermal version of the ozone hole— 
before policymakers act to prevent global 
warming. "The proof hasn't come to climate 
change scientists," says Harvard's Darin 
Toohey. "I wish we could do the same thing 
in terms of detective work on global warm
ing, because by the time they determine the 
mechanism of warming, it may be too late." 

It is a tragedy to simply watch the ozone 
layer slip away—and the earth heat up— 
while waiting for scientists who work so hard 

_ to unravel the atmosphere's mysteries. O 

Francesca Lyman is tlie editor of this journal. 
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TTL-

GLM-

THE NUMBERS 
GAME 

By the year 2000 the world will have more than 
6 billion people. Are we doing ourselves in? 

Or are we upping the odds of producing lots of Einsteins? 

BY DAVID BERREBY 

Paul Ehrlich says that we have overloaded the planet's biological circuits and are breeding ourselves to oblivion. 
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n 1968, when Stanford biologist Paul Ehrlich published 
The Population Bomb, there were 3.5 billion human 
beings. That was more, he warned, than the planet 
could support. "In the 1970s," he wrote, "the world 
will undergo famines—hundreds of millions of people 
are going to starve to death." We now know that didn't 

happen in the seventies. What did happen was that food 
produaion soared worldwide, prices dropped, and growers 
who could not sell enough of their surplus went bankrupt. 
[Frhis month Ehrlich and his wife, .Anne, are coming out 

with The Population Explosion, a sequel to the 1968 best
seller. The message is much the same; the timetable, how
ever, is revised. "The human population is now 5.3 billion, 
and still climbing," they writeJ'Yet the world has hundreds of 
billions fewer tons of topsoil and hundreds of trillions fewer 
gallons of groundwater with which to grow food crops than it 
had in 1968." Now, they warn, our excess numbers have 
overloaded both the environment and human communities. 
Global warming, acid rain, the hole in the ozone layer, 
rampant crime, viral epidemics, homelessness—all these prob
lems and more stem from overpopulation. If we don't heed 
the warning this time, they write, we can look forward to "a 
billion or more deaths from starvation and disease," and 
possibly "the dissolution of society as we know it." 

The Population Explosion, like the original Bomb, is full of 
statistics to back these claims. Like many sequels, though, 
this new effort may not get as friendly a reception as the 
original. These days fear of overpopulation is not what it used 
to be. Over the past 20 years many social scientists, in 
particular, have turned skeptical. "A good number of true 
believers," says Dennis Ahlburg of the University of Minne
sota's Center for Population Analysis and Policy, "have be
come agnostics." They are now framing new hypotheses to 

l 
d 
X 

explain the world's problems. "We're in a bit of a predica
ment," says Ahlburg, "because we can't keep saying that 
population is a horrible thing. The evidence isn't there." 

In parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, exploding 
populations are often blamed for poverty, famine, crowding 
in cities, deforestation, pollution, and practically everything 
else that goes wrong. But in case after case, says Ahlburg, it's 
not population that causes the problem: in general the re
sources exist to support more people—the problem is that 
societies encourage waste. There are countless ways to do 
this, from misguided government policies to spectacular blun
ders like wars. Population growth, Ahlburg argues, is an easy 
scapegoat for political failures. 

Such revisionism is clear in the changing stand of the 
National Academy of Sciences. In a report issued in 1971 the 
academy declared rapid population growth a clear danger to 
the survival of the human race.fl&ut in 1986 a new report 
found that the effects of population growth had been exagger
ated in earlier studies. The academy noted that "despite rapid 
population growth, developing countries have achieved un
precedented levels of income per capita, literacy, and life 
expectancy." The report concluded that slower population 
growth is probably desirable in developing countries because 
it would give them more time to adjust—not because they are 
breeding themselves into oblivionj 

As fear of the teeming billions has subsided, developed 
nations have reduced spending on contraceptive research. 
And the United States, in particular, has cut back its funding 
of international programs aimed at reining in reproduction in 
the Third World, where up to 90 percent of future population 
growth is expected. 

Meanwhile, in much of the industrial world, birthrates 
have fallen so low that native populations are leveling off or 
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I actually declining. This drop in fertility 
surprised many planners, and it dramat
ically changed their projections. In the 

§ late sixties the United Nations estimated 
^- that the world's population in the year 

2000 would be 7.5 billion; the projec-
Ltion now is 6.1 billion. 
r When a nation's birthrate drops, its 

population ages: the ratio of old people 
to young people grows larger. Some 
governments now worry about support
ing growing numbers of retired people, 
and others fear that languages and cul
tures may die out. In the French-
speaking province of Quebec, where the 
birthrate is lower than in the rest of 

j? Canada, the provincial government 
O started offering cash bonuses this past 

year for babies. In Singapore, where the 
number of children born to the average 
woman dropped from 4.7 in 1965 to 1.4 
in 1987, the government started a match
making service to coach career-driven 
nerds (as they are universally known) 

Lin the subtle arts of courtship, 
p Today's apparent lack of alarm over 

population growth compelled the Ehr
lichs to title the first chapter of their 
new book "Why Isn't Everyone as 
Scared as We Are?" An important part 
of the answer to their question is the 
work of Julian Simon, a professor of 
business administration at the Univer
sity of Maryland. For two decades Simon 
has pushed the idea that "population 
growth, along with the lengthening of 
human life, is a moral and material 
triumph." Although widely reviled in 
the seventies, Simon, like the Ehrlichs, 
persevered. His work has dealt the con
ventional wisdom two severe blows: first, 
by challenging the widely held assump-

A tion that our numbers are driving the 
5 planet to the end of its rope; and sec-
LU ond, by outlining a theory that gradual 
" population growth not only doesn't harm 
o us and the environment but actually 
co accelerates our progress. 

"I find it difficult to understand how 
they can see some things as only prob
lems when 1 see them as miracles," says 
Simon. "The fact we can keep five bil
lion people alive now is an incredible 
accomplishment We've escaped nature's 
domination, and all they see is problems. 
'Escaped' doesn't mean we've beaten it 
into submission. It means we've killed 
the mosquitoes and the smallpox germs." 

[[The Ehrlichs are worse than wrong, 
says Simon; their efforts to persuade 
people to have fewer children are mor-
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ally repugnant. "I'm unhappy about it 
when I get a letter from a guy saying, 
'My wife and I believed, on the basis of 
what Ehrlich said, that to bring a baby 
into the world is a negative act against 
society. So I had myself sterilized and 
now I can't reverse it." That makes me 

Q sad." He becomes even sadder when a 
g; government as powerful as China's cam

paigns to limit every couple to only one 
child. "The cost," he says, "is the sec
ond child for a hundred million Chinese 
couples. A hundred million human be
ings who would never enjoy life as you 

L and I and Ehrlich enjoy it."j 
f* Much current thinking on population 

'it's beyond 
my comprehension 
that we should run 
an experiment to 

see how many people 
we can cram on the 

planet before all 
its systems collapse." 

lies between Simon on one coast and 
Ehrlich on the other. They heartily de
spise each other, and each would have 
you believe that the other is scarcely 
able to understand, much less contrib
ute to, the population debate. "If you 
were doing a story on the solar system, 
would you talk to someone who thinks 
the Earth is flat?" Ehrlich asks. Mean
while the index to Simon's most influ
ential work. The Ultimate Resource, in
cludes the entry, "Ehrlich, Paul, respect 
for human life lacking in." Still, they 
share more than mutual contempt Each 
is a gifted polemicist. Each sees himself 
as an island of sanity in a world that has 
gone over to the other side. And most 
important, each considers the other's 
discipline to be arrogantly wrong in its 
fundamental assumptions about human 
populations. 

The National Academy of Science's 
"revisionist" report was prepared en
tirely by social scientists, says Ehrlich, 
and thus was "never reviewed by any-

w 

body who knew anything about the 
subject." Ehrlich belongs to the Club of 
Earth, which in its own report in 1988 
reached a conclusion opposite that of 
the academy. Every one of those dis
senting researchers, Ehrlich points out, 
also belongs to the academy, but they 
are all biologists rather than social sci
entists. As for Simon, he is now working 
on a paper titled "Why Are Biologists 
Usually the Most Vocal Doomsayers?" 

I n the 1960s Ehrlich was a young 
biology professor at Stanford. He 
had first noticed the effects of 
human population growth years 
before, when as an undergraduate 

at the University of Pennsylvania he 
gathered butterflies in New Jersey. "We 
found out we couldn't raise our butter
flies because there was so much pes
ticide in everything that it killed the 
caterpillars, and my favorite places to 
collect were disappearing under Levit-
towns." In graduate school at the Uni
versity of Kansas, he met and married 
Anne, who is now a biological researcher 
at Stanford. They have only one child— 
"a contribution you can make toward 
being socially responsible," he says. 

When The Population Bomb came 
out in 1968, headlines were filled with 

••j? news of Vietnam, protests, and riots. In 
2 that apocalyptic year, people were re-
i i ceptive to a book that began, "The bai
ls tie to feed all of humanity is over." 
cq Johnny Carson was certainly receptive; 

he invited Ehrlich to appear on The 
Tonight Show. Despite a few qualms 

J ("I'd be canceling my ticket with my 
colleagues"], Ehrlich decided to accept 
the invitation ("I don't care about glory 
in science. It's more important that I do 
this"). He has maintained two careers 
ever since—as academic scholar and 
population polemicist. 

Ehrlich believes that human popula
tions are subject to the same natural 
constraints as those of, say, checkerspot 
butterflies. The absolute limit on any 
species's success, he says, is the "carry
ing capacity" of its environment—the 
maximum number of individuals a habi
tat can support. £ 'Humanity," Ehrlich 
argues, "will pay the price for exceed
ing the carrying capacity of its environ
ment as surely as would a population of 
checkerspots."J .„...; 

According to Ehrlich, the key limit on 
the carrying capacity of "the planet is 
photosynthesis—the ability' of green" 
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plants, algae, and many 
kinds of bacteria to con
vert the energy of sun
light into living tissue. 
Some animals consume 
those plants and mi
crobes, and bigger ani-

^ mals eat smaller ones. 
* But no matter how high 

or low on the food 
chain any species may 
dine, its numbers are 
ultimately limited by 

-photosynthesis, 
r- In their new book 

the Ehrlichs estimate 
that human beings and 
their domestic animals 
now consume 4 per
cent of the solar en
ergy that photosynthe
sis captures on land. 
Adding the amount of 
this energy we don't di
rectly consume but de
stroy (such as plants 

(j killed when forests 
g; are burned) and the 

amount we prevent 
from growing (as when 
we pave productive 
land) raises the human 
share to nearly 40 per
cent. But even 4 per
cent, in the Ehrlichs' 
opinion, is a dispropor
tionate share for only 
one of Earth's 30 mil-

_lion species, 
r - How do the Ehrlichs 

know we are crowding 
other species? A popu
lation exceeds carrying 
capacity, they write, 
when it "can't be main
tained without rapidly 

" depleting nonrenew
al able resources." And by 
w this standard, they de-
^clare , "the entire planet and virtually 
5 every nation is already vastly overpopu-
^lated." Humans are different from but-
O terflies, however, in one important eco-
g logical respect: they have more control 
; in choosing what to eat and how to live, 
i This is why the planet's carrying capac-
| ity for humans is not a fixed number. 
The world can support more vegetarian 
Indians on bicycles than hamburger-
eating Americans in cars.fYet the limit 
on our species, says Ehrlich. is nonethe-

PGN2 (1989 population) 

The Third World dominates a map drawn so that land area is proportional to population. 
The top figures represent total population; the bottom figures, annual growth rate. 

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

The United States and Europe loom large on a global energy map, drawn so that land area is 
proportional to energy use. The top figures represent total energy consumption (in petajoules, or 
10" joules); the bottom figures, annual consumption per capita (in gigajoules, or 10' joules). These 
figures are based on 1986 data for commercial energy and 1987 data for firewood and charcoal. 

less real. "And it's beyond my compre
hension," he says, "that we should run 
an experiment to see how many people 
we can cram on the planet before all its 
systems collapse."J 

Q That concept is essentially the one 
g British economist Thomas Malthus ad

vanced in 1798. In his famous "dismal 
essay" on the principle of population, 
Malthus wrote that humans will increase 
their numbers beyond their means of 
subsistence until famine, war, and dis

ease wipe out the excess. History may 
not have worked out the way Malthus 
expected, but that's only because of 
what Ehrlich calls a onetime bonanza 
based on the use of coal and oil to 
power our industrial civilization. 
"Malthus," he says, "wasn't wrong." 
([The problem for this argument—and 

the foundation of Simon's—is that 
things haven't yet given way. "Every 
one of these prophets' dire predictions 
has failed to come to pass," Simon says. 
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"They've been wrong on food, on en
ergy, on resources, on the environment, 
on everything."J 

Simon believes that the most relevant 
measure of human well-being is life 
span. Our average life expectancy has 
increased dramatically, he argues, and 
this tells you right away that everything 
we need to sustain us is also increasing. 
He notes that food production per cap
ita has increased since World War II and 
says the same holds true for every other 
resource people worry about. 

Global 2000, a projection of global 
environmental trends to the end of the 
century, is one of the "doom and gloom" 
reports that Simon relishes attacking. 
"The report came out in 1980 saying 
there was a plateau in world fisheries," 
he says. "Since then the amount of 
increase in the world fish catch has 
been astounding." To refute the report's 
analysis, Simon refers to statistics com
piled by marine biologist John Wise 
from United Nations reports. In 1979, 
Wise finds, the world fish catch totaled 
78 million tons; in 1987 it was 102 
million tons. "Sure, you can say it's 
because of new methods of extraction," 
says Simon, "but that doesn't alter the 
fact that they said it was going to be the 
other way around." 
[[What such statistics mean, Simon 

argues, is not that we've been lucky so 
far. "They mean we're on a permanent 
roll," he says, "with no limit yet in sight. 
If the biologists don't see this, it's be
cause they've left something out of their 

L theories."]] 

f " T n 1968, when Ehrlich was taking to 
I the airwaves to promote The Popu-
I lation Bomb, Simon was teaching 
I economics at the University of Illi-

- L nois. Simon's main claim to fame 
was having written the basic how-to 
book on running a mail-order business. 
By 1968 he had already read about the 
population explosion, become duly con
cerned, and turned his attention to pos
sible solutions. 

§ One beautiful spring day in 1969, 
m while on the way to an appointment in 

Washington, Simon had an epiphany. 
He described it twelve years later in his 
book The Ultimate Resource: "I 
thought. Have I gone crazy? What busi
ness do I have trying to help arrange it 
that fewer human beings will be born, 
each of whom might be a Mozart or a 
Michelangelo or an Einstein—or simply 

a joy to his or her family and commu
nity, and a person who will enjoy life?" 
His nagging doubts about the way eco
nomic data did not square with the 
prevailing view of the world's "popula
tion crisis" kindled into a crusade to 
correct the idea. 

During the 1970s Simon was de-
2 nounced as a religious maniac, an emo-
m tional wreck, a mere mail-order special

ist, and a shabby scholar. At the very 
first Earth Day in 1970, a fellow faculty 
member at the university ridiculed him 
before 2,000 students at a teach-in. 
(Simon retaliated at a faculty party with 
three well-aimed gin and tonics.) 

"There is no 
meaningful physical 

limit—even 
the commonly 

mentioned weight 
of the earth—to our 

capacity to keep 
growing forever." 

But in 1981, the year that Simon 
published The Ultimate Resource, politi
cal currents were changing. Ronald Rea
gan had been elected president in a 
landslide; vigorous economic develop
ment, skepticism of environmentalism, 
and "family values" were back in style. 
In the opinion-influencing game of news
paper editorials, seminars, symposia, and 
government reports, Simon's star began 
to rise. At the same time, more and 
more social scientists were becoming 

a; convinced by their own data that there 
<° was something to his critique of the 

standard assumptions. 
Simon now lives just outside Wash

ington, where he is a figure of some 
influence. He and his wife, sociologist 
Rita Simon, have decorated their com
fortable, middle-class house with sculp
tures and framed posters—many of 
which depict a mother and child. They 
have three children. 

The concept of carrying capacity, 
Simon argues, shouldn't be applied to 

o 

human beings at all. Malthus and all 
who follow in his footsteps pay too little 
attention to an important fact: humans 
are producers as well as consumers. As 
a resource becomes more difficult to 
obtain, people find ways to get more of 
it or to use it more efficiently. Or they 
develop substitutes. Firewood yields to 
coal, which yields to oil, which yields to 
nuclear, solar, or some other source of 
power. Simon argues that our resources 
expand rather than shrink, because we 
don't really want coal or oil—we want 
energy. The same holds true even for 
apparently fixed resources like soil. Farm
land isn't just dirt; it's wilderness that 
was cleared, desert that was irrigated, 
swamps that were drained. We don't 
really want dirt—we want nutrition. And 
humans are the one species that can 
invent more ways of applying energy 

O (not only the sun's) to materials (not 
g; only today's crops and farmland) to get 

nutrition—as well as all the other things 
we enjoy in life. 

So people are constantly escaping the 
Malthusian trap. In fact, Simon argues, 
population growth applies a needed spur. 
In the short run, new people are a bur
den: more babies mean more mouths to 
feed, so the parents work harder and 
have less of everything for themselves. 
But in the long run, Simon contends 
that those babies are the solution to the 
apparent problem: as adults they add 
more to our stock of resources than 
they consume. "It is your mind that 
matters economically, as much or more 
so than your mouth or hands," he says. 

"Taken in the large," Simon writes, 
"an increased need for resources usu
ally leaves us with a permanently greater 
capacity to get them, because we gain 
knowledge in the process. And there is 
no meaningful physical limit—even the 
commonly mentioned weight of the 
earth—to our capacity to keep growing 
forever." 

• This is the economist's vision at its 
purest. To Simon it is the lesson of the 
past few centuries. To most any biolo
gist it's beyond strange. "The physical 
and biological systems are prior," says 
Ehrlich. "You can change economics, 
but the laws of nature are out there." 

w Moreover, he argues that Simon's faith 
in technology is misguided. "It's usually 
economists or social scientists who ex
pect science to be able to do all these 
wonderful things. Scientists don't." 

That's the sort of argument to the 
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Julian Simon welcomes our increasing population because we are building up the ultimate resource: human minds. 

future that gets Simon's goat He doubts 
anyone's ability to predict the limits of 
technology, whether it's genetic engi
neering or just ordinary farming done 
more efficiently. In 1968 Ehrlich wrote, 
"I have yet to meet anyone familiar with 
the situation who thinks India will be 
self-sufficient in food by 1971, if ever." 
Now, despite a population jump from 
500 million in 1966 to 835 million today, 
Simon points out that India has man
aged to feed itself. 

And that's the sort of argument from 
the past that irritates Ehrlich. India's 
impressive achievement, he says, was 
bought at the expense of its future. 
"They managed to up their grain pro
duction by throwing away their soil and 
their groundwater, and that makes the 
long-term situation worse." The same is 
true, he argues, for most of the other 
encouraging statistics. When there are 
too many people, technology doesn't 
really solve our problems—it only post
pones them. "Electricity was going to be 
too cheap to meter because of nuclear 
power, remember. Many technological 
rabbits that have been pulled out of hats 
in the past have had nasty droppings." 

In short, Ehrlich has not conceded 
the past. And neither he nor Simon is 
conceding the present. In their book, 
the Ehrlichs use every bit of bad news-
children starving in Africa, malaria on 
the rise again in Asia—as ammunition 

for their claim that our bubble is finally 
bursting. "We've got 5.3 billion people 
on the planet now," says Ehrlich. "At 
least a billion of them are living at a 
standard that you wouldn't trade for in 
a million years. The estimates are that at 
least two hundred million people have 
died of hunger-related diseases over the 
past twenty years." Can the Einsteins or 
Mozarts that Simon is counting on de
velop their talents, he asks, in utter 
destitution and misery? 

Simon dismisses that distressing in
formation as old news. Some people 
have always struggled even while the 
average situation was improving. "Their 

ui paradigm," he says of the other side, "is 
that the present and the future will be 
unlike the past, that we're at a turning 
point in history. But you find that senti
ment in every generation. There is abso
lutely no way to tell if we are at a 
turning point in history." 

Accordingly, Simon has made a one-
man cottage industry of assaulting alarm
ing reports. He is a relentless sifter of 
statistics. ''When people say, for instance, 
The world is being deforested,'" he 
says, "I go look for the aggregate data. I 
found that in fact the world is nor being 
deforested; it is being reforested in gen
eral. Yes, there are some tropical coun
tries where deforestation is taking place. 
Is that bad! Is that good? Who knows?" 

New Scientist, a British weekly, pub

lished Simon's article on deforestation 
in 1986. He gets a hearing for such 
contrary views because there are no 
precise, comprehensive data for many 
global trends. Current opinion is often 
based on spot surveys rounded out by 
estimates, which can be argued up or 
down. With forests, for instance, not 
even the record of photographs from 
satellites shows enough of the globe for 
enough years to prove whether the loss 
of a forest in, say, the Philippines has 

-been offset by a gain in Finland. 
- Researchers debate everything, Ehr
lich acknowledges, from the rate of de
forestation to the rate of global warm-
ing.|Nonetheless, he adds, "there isn't a 
competent scientist who doesn't believe 
that the world is facing these prob
lems." As long as the data are still com
ing in, there will always be need for 
revision. But "you can't wait for abso
lute proof before acting."]! 

On and on they go, each confident 
that the other's statistics distort the truth 
about what our growing population 
means to our future well-being. Mean
while, in the most private and secret 
places, humanity in its billions is decid
ing for itself how many people to add to 
the planet, without reference to either 
Simon or Ehrlich. Q 

This is David Beneby's first DISCOVER 
article. He lives in Brooklyn. 
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Appendix 1.12 

TTL-

H O W 

M A N Y P E O P L E 

C A N 

E A R T H H O L D ? 

ccording to the United Nations, 

which follows these things closely, some 5.3 billion people enlivened our planet in 1990. By the time 

you read this, that number will have increased to 5.5 billion, an addition nearly equal to the pop

ulation of the United States. Of course no one, including the UN, has a reliable crystal ball that 

0 reveals precisely how human numbers will change. Still, people have to plan for the future, and so 

the UNs analysts and computers have been busy figuring what might happen. • One possibility 

they-consider is that future world fertility rates will remain what they were in 1990. The conse

quences of this, with accompanying small declines in death rates, are startling. By 2025, when my 

16-year-old daughter will have finished having whatever children she will have, the world would 

GLM-

Our urge to go forth and 
multiply could, a 

century and a half from now, 
leave Earth with 

more than 694 billion peop le -
some 125 t imes 

our current population. 

BY JOEL E.COHEN 

I L L U S T R A T I O N S B Y B R I A N C R O N I N 

D I S C O V E R | l [ ] N O V E M B E R 1 9 9 ! 

KEY: 

TTL - TITLE 
THR - THREAT 
EVN - EVALUATION 
SGN - SUGGESTION 

GLM - GLIMPSE 
TLI - TECHNICAL LEAD-IN 
ONP - ONGOING PROJECT 
SUM - SUMMARY 

COL - CALL FOR COLLABORATION 

PRB - PROBLEM 
SPC - SPECIFIC CLAIM 
PRE - PREDICTION 
CON - CONCLUSION 
REC - RECOMMENDATION 

SET - SETTING 
GCL - GENERAL CLAIM 
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ANX - ANXIETY 
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SLN - SOLUTION 
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have 11 billion people, double its num
ber today. Another doubling would 
take only a bit more than 25 years, as 
the faster-growing segments of the 
population become a larger proportion 
of the total. At my daughter's centen
nial, in 2076, the human population 
would have more than doubled again, 
passing 46 billion. By 2150 there would 
be 694,213,000,000 of us, a little over 
125 times our present population. 

There, in 2150, the projections of the 
United Nations Population Division stop. 
Perhaps they stop because the numbers 

Q were growing too long to print in their 
a£ allotted column widths. Perhaps they stop 

because the computers grew weary of the 
thought of so many births to celebrate, so 
many marriages to consummate, so many 
dead to bury. At any rate, there, in 2150, 
the computers—and an unchanging urge 
to go forth and multiply—leave us, with 
a hypothetical 12,100 people for every 
square mile of land, or 3,500 people for 
every square mile of Earth's surface, 
oceans included. At this rate of growth the 
population would, before 2250, surpass 
30 trillion, more than 200 people for ev-

Lery acre of the planet's surface, wet or dry. 
P Surely the United States, though, with 

its wide-open spaces and its much more 
leisurely population growth, could never 
suffer such a crowded fate, right3 Wrong. 
Back in 1970 Ansley Coale, a demogra
pher at Princeton, observed that the pop
ulation of the United States had increased 
by half since 1940. At that growth rate, he 
calculated, the U.S. population would 
"reach a billion shortly before the year 
2100. Within six or seven more centuries 
we would reach one person per square 
foot of land area in the United States, and 
after about 1,500 years our descendants 
would outweigh the Earth if they contin
ued to increase by 50 percent every 30 
years. We can even calculate that, at that 
rate of increase, our descendants would, 
in a few thousand years, form a sphere of 
flesh whose radius would, neglecting rel
ativity, expand at the velocity of light." 

Here is what Coale concluded: "Ev
ery demographer knows that we cannot 
continue a positive rate of increase in
definitely. The inexorable arithmetic of 
compound interest leads us to absurd 
conditions within a calculable period of 
time. Logically we must, and in fact we 
will, have a rate of growth very close to 
zero in the long run." 

I know of no qualified scientist who 
disagrees: The human population must 
ultimately approach a long-term average 
growth rate of zero. That is a law from 

which no country or region is exempt. 
According to every plausible calculation 
that's ever been done, Earth could not 
feed even the 694 billion people that the 
UN projected for 2150 if present fertil-

tf) ity rates were to continue. Though there 
§5 is tremendous uncertainty about the de

tails of when, where, and how, the long-
term constraint of an average population 
growth of zero is likely to come into play 

L. within the next century and a half. 

heories regarding the 
limitations on popula
tion growth have come 

and gone over the years. In an essay pub
lished in 1798, the English clergyman 
Thomas Robert Malthus argued that hu
man numbers always increase more 
rapidly than food supplies and that hu
mans are condemned always to breed to 

I the point of misery and the edge of star-
Q vation. The two centuries since his fa-
§5 mous essay have not been kind to 

Maltbus's theory. In that time human 
numbers have increased from fewer than 
one billion to today's 5.5 billion. In many 
parts of the world, food production has 
grown faster than the population, thanks 
to the opening of new lands, mechaniza
tion, fertilizers, pesticides, better water 
control, improved breeds of plants and 

t- animals, and better farmer know-how. 
[""Though many of today's bottom billion 

people live in misery on the edge of star
vation, Malthus would be astonished at 
the relative well-being of most of a vastly 
enlarged population. 

That Malthus's theory failed widely 
during the past two centuries does not 
prove that it will remain wrong for the 
next two. Some observers see a coming 
vindication of Malthus in the recent fal
tering of growth rates of per capita food 
production in some regions. Many sci
entists have adopted Malthus's general 
strategy of supposing that limiting fac
tors constrain populations, and in fact the 

uj! theory has gained some scientific support 
from agricultural ex
periments. For exam
ple, if the yield of a 
crop field is limited 
by the paucity of ni
trogen in the soil, 
then when nitrogen is 
added, the yield jumps 
until it is again lim
ited by the shortage 
of another essential 
nutrient, such as phos
phorus. When phos
phorus is added to 

the nitrogen supplement, yield jumps 
again until, say, the crop becomes water-
limited. In this way, crop yields are lim
ited by the most constraining factor in a 
whole series of limiting factors. By anal
ogy, human populations may be limited 
by land (for farming, living, and recre
ation), food (from marine as well as ter
restrial sources), fresh water, energy, or 
biological diversity (to provide ecosystem 
services such as decomposition of organic 
wastes, the regeneration of oxygen, and 
natural enemies for pest species). 

Naturally, different limiting factors 
may interact. For example, high-inten
sity fertilization of farmlands may pollute 
water supplies while increasing food 

W yields. Since World War II computers 
have made it practical to study how lim
iting factors interact, and in recent years 
complex computer models have become 
useful for clarifying what will happen if 
certain assumptions about the future turn 
out to be true. Some models assume, for 
example, that agricultural production is 
ultimately limited; others, that it is ulti
mately limidess. Because assumptions are 
inevitable and arguable, complex system 
models, like demographic projections, are 
controversial as a means of making pre-

L dictions about the future. 
One of the assumptions that may pop 

up in such models involves the idea of 
"carrying capacity," which refers to the 
number of individuals of a species that an 
environment can support for some pe
riod. Carrying capacity is a useful concept 
in ecology because the behavior and eco-

"~* logical relationships of nonhuman species 
Cj rarely change very rapidly. The human 
§5 application of the concept, however, raises 
^ m a n y questions. What level of technol-
-J ogy is assumed? (Hunter-gatherers usu-
(j ally have a lower carrying capacity than 
£=• farmers.) What levels of physical and hu-
B! man capital are assumed? What social and 
I political institutions provide human in-
I frastructure? (Is the parental plot of land 
| inherited by a single child, or is it divided 

. among several chil-
PGMP1 (cartOOn f a r m e r l)dren?) What regional 

and international 
trade is permitted or 
encouraged? (Hong 

^am^^mM^ 

Kong does not de
pend on its topsoil to 
support its more than 
14,000 people per 
square mile.) What is 
the culture of the 
people; that is, what 
do they want from 
life? (It has been re-
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ported that when African slaves were first 
brought to Haiti, they were adequately 
nourished because they brought with 
them the African practice of consuming 
rodents, which provided a plentiful source 
of animal protein. Once the slaves learned 
from the French colonists to disdain the 
eating of rats and mice in favor of French 
white bread, the nutritional state of the 
slaves fell rapidly.) 

Moreover, every estimate of the car
rying capacity of humans assumes some 
time horizon. The population that can 
be supported for 20, 50, or 100 years may 
differ substantially from the population 
that is sustainable indefinitely at a given 
level of well-being. 

The use of topsoil dramatizes the dif
ference between temporary and indefi
nite sustainability. Suppose a newly 
opened crop field has 60 inches of top-
soil over bedrock. Suppose the crop re
quires 18 inches of topsoil to keep its 
roots happy, and farming practice wastes 
an inch of topsoil with each annual crop. 
For the first 42 years (60 minus 18) the 
crop yield gives no indication that the 
wastage of topsoil has any adverse effect 
In the forty-third year the roots confront 
bedrock and as a result yields worsen. 

If the fanner could foresee that the 
crop's roots were approaching bedrock, 
he might have time to modify his erosive 
farming or breed a miraculous crop with 
roots insensitive to rock. If he cannot 
foresee the problem, he may not have 
time to take corrective action. 

The question of what population can 
be supported indefinitely is very difficult 
to ask in a quantitatively useful way. In 
cartoon form, the argument goes like this: 

Ecologisc When a natural resource is 
being consumed faster than it is being re
plenished, an asset is being depleted, to 
the potential harm of future generations. 

Technologist: If new knowledge and 
technology can produce an equivalent or 
superior alternative, then future genera^ 
tions may be better off. 

Taxpayer Which depleting natural re
sources are substitutable by technology 
yet to be invented, and which are not? 
Will there be enough time to develop an 
alternative technology and, when it ex-
'Sts, to implement it without avoidable 
pain and suffering? (No answer from 
ecologist or technologist.) 

The human population that could be 
supported by Earth's capacity to produce 
food has been estimated many times, by 
many different means, and with many 
different results. In outline, if food is the 
limiting factor, the potentially support

able population equals the potentially 
arable land area times the yield per unit 
of area divided by the consumption per 

P> person. Easy enough. But of course, 
a; there is much uncertainty about the nu-
£2i merical values of arable area, yield, and 
" consumption per capitajEstimates of 
CJ agricultural carrying capacity have ranged 
2, from a low of 902 million in 1945 to a 
g high of 147 billion in 1967j£n 1965 Wal-
ffl ter Schmitt of the University of Califor-

HmPGMP3 (multiple stylised people) 

A T R I P L I N G O F 

T H E H U M A N 

P O P U L A T I O N W O U L D 

C O M E AT 

T H E E X C L U S I O N 

O F M O S T 

O T H E R S P E C I E S . 

nia estimated that 30 billion people ulti
mately may lead "fairly free and enriched 
lives on this planet."]] 

"At the moment," he wrote when the 
OJ world population was estimated at 3 fail
's lion, "shortages in many areas of the 

world are caused not so much by lack of 
physical resources for food production 
but by economic and sociopolitical fac-

O 

tors.... Socioeconomic restraints control 
food production before physical factors 
do because the potential of each major 
mode—agriculture, silviculture, aquacul-

2 ture, and microbial culture—in terms of 
pq the production of organic matter, is 

greater than the requirements of 3 billion 
people, or even of the 30 billion projected 

_for the future. Yet food shortages exist." 
JT The World Hunger Program at 
2 Brown University estimates that, with 

present levels of food 
production and an 
equal distribution of 
food, the world could 
sustain either 5.5 bil
lion vegetarians, 3.7 
billion people who 
get 15 percent of their 

g calories from animal 
°" products (as in much 

of South America), % 

or 2.8 billion people 
who derive*^ per
cent of their calories 
from animal products 
(as in the wealthiest 

•* countries). 
_. Globally, food sup

ply is limited physi
cally by the plant en
ergy available for 
consumption by ani
mals and decom
posers. Ecologists call 
this quantity the net 
primary production 
(NPP). It is the total 
amount of solar en-

^ ergy annually con
ns verted into living 

matter, minus the 
amount of energy the 
plants themselves use 
for respiration. NPP is 
equivalent to about 
225 billion metric 
tons of organic mat
ter a year, an amount 
that contains enough 
calories to feed about 
1,000 billion people. 
But that's only if every 
other consumer of 

~ green plants on Earth (including batte
ns ria) were eliminated and at the same time 
j _ people learned how to enjoy eating wood. 
_ In 1986 Stanford biologists Peter Vi-
I tousek, Paul Ehrlich, and Anne Ehrlich 

J and NASA ecologist Pamela Matson eso-
gj mated that the 5 billion people then on 

1 Earth and their domestic animals directly 
consumed—that is, ate—about 3 percent 

O 
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Appendix 1.13 

TTL-

»* Jen , 
MytlW 

Population 
B Y J O E L E. C O H E N 

[ 

I 
r 

r ^ ^ mt EARS ABOUT EARTH'S BURGEONING 
• M l human population have long been at the 
• _ I f l back of many people's minds. Now, it 
H ^ B ^ H seems, as the threat of nuclear annihila-
H - J U H H tion recedes from the headlines, those 
fears can move up to claim center stage. Moving along 
with the anxiety, of course, is a great deal of confu
sion, not the least of which is about how to recognize 
a population problem when you see oneJJPopulation 
problems are entangled with economics, the envi
ronment, and culture in such complex ways that feu 
people can resist the temptations of unwarranted sim-

[|The fact is that hardly any human populations 
. keep doubling in the same unit of time for very Iongjl 
"'•Two thousand years ago, there were about 250 mil

lion people on the planet. It took about 1,650 years 
? for the population to double to 500 million. But the 

>' next doubling took less than 200 years—by 1830 
, , Earth's human population had passed 1 billion. After 

that the doubling time continued to shrink: just an
other 100 years to reach 2 billion, then only 45 years 
more to get to 4 billion. Never before the twentieth 
century had any human being lived through a dou
bling of Earth's population. 

How do we save the world from the burden of too many 

people? We can start by clearing up a few misconceptions. 

| plification. The result is a loose and widely accepted 
m collection of myths, all of which wrap a heavy coat-
g ing of fiction around a nugget of truth. During the 30 
1 years I have spent studying population dynamics, I 
I have become quite familiar with these myths, in all 
I their guises. Here, in their essential form, are ten of 
l_the ones that I have encountered most often. 

/ . The human population grows exponentially. 
In 1798 the Reverend Thomas Robert Malthus wrote 
that any human population, "when unchecked," dou
bles in a certain unit of time, and then keeps on dou-
bUng in the same unit of t ime^or example, accord
ing to his statistics, in "the English North American 
colonies, now the powerful People of the United 
States of America,.. . the population was found to 
double itself in 25 years.'Tj 

I But things have begun to change. In 1965 the 
I global population growth rate peaked at around 2 per-
I cent per year (a rate sufficient to double the global 
I population in 35 years, if it were sustained) and then 

2 began to fall. It has now dropped to 1.5 percent per 
5" year, which yields a doubling time of 46 years. For the 
i_, first rime in human history, the population growth 

Lslowed, despite a continuing drop in death rates, be
cause people were having fewer children.jpThe myth 
of exponential growth misses this human triumphj 

r 2. Scientists know bow many people there will be 2), 
SO, and 100 years from now. 

Z Most demographers no longer believe they can accu-
> rately predict the future growth rate, size, composi-

I tion, or distribution of populations. It's not that de
mographers are a particularly humble bunch; it's 
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simply that so many of their past predic
tions have failed. Researchers could not 
and cannot predict changes in birthrates 
or the changes wrought by large migra
tions of peoples; nor did any of them an
ticipate that the death rates in poor coun-

I tries would fall as rapidly as they did after 
1 World Warn. 

Yet demographers can safely predict 
some things. They know, for example, 
that everyone who will be at least 18 
years old 18 years from now is already 

^ born, and that everyone who 
W will be 65 years old or older 20 

years from now is at least 45 
years old today. This means 
that if death rates do not 
change abruptly, demographers 
can predict with some confi
dence how many people of 
working age there will be 18 
years from now, and how many 
potentially retired people 20 

L years hence. 

3. There is a single factor that 
limits hots many people Earth 
can support. 
This myth has a long, distin
guished history. In 1679, Antoni 
van Leeuwenhoek, the inventor 
of the microscope, estimated 
how many people the planet 
could support. He assumed that 
what limited Earth's population 
was population density alone— 
that is, the number of people 
per unit of land area. He further 
assumed that Earth could not 

»be more densely inhabited than 
the Holland of his day, which 
had an estimated 1 million peo-

' pie at a density of around 300 
per square mile. He calculated that Hol
land then occupied one part in 13,400 of 
Earth's habitable land. Therefore, he 
concluded, the planet could support at 
most 13.4 billion people. 

Srhings turned out to be more com-
t than Leeuwenhoek imagined. In 

1989 a third of the world population 
lived at densities greater than 300 peo
ple per square mile. People, it turns out, 
can and will live at higher population 
densities when technologies and envi
ronments make it possible, economic in
centives and trade make it affordable, and 
cultural values make it acceptable or even 
desirable. 

Just behind the "standing room" hy
pothesis in popularity—at least, among 
those who have not thought much about 

the problem or the facts—is the belief 
that what limits global population is the 
availability of food. In fact, except for 
people who are actually starving, humans 
today do not have more or fewer chil-

Q dren according to whether they have 
g? more or less food. On the contrary, the ^ 

average number of children per woman W 
is lowest in the rich countries where food 
is most abundant (such as in japan and in 
Europe and North America) and is high
est where food availability per person is 

PGTM2 (cartoon astronaut) 

lowest (as in Africa south of the Sahara)J 
jSince Leeuwenhoek, some 6$ esti

mates of how many people Earth can 
support have been published, using a 
wide range of limiting factors—every
thing from food to land to freshwater, 
phosphorus, photosynthesis, fuel, nitro
gen, waste removal, and human ingenu
ity. The estimates have ranged from 
fewer than 1 billion to more than 1 tril
lion, and in the past few decades they 
have grown increasingly divergenflBut 
there arc a number of problems with all 
these studies. The advocates of a single 
limiting factor can rarely determine 
whether some other factors might inter
vene before the assumed constraint 
comes into play. Moreover, even if these 
determinations were scientifically possi

ble, many of the isolated factors are not 
independent of one another. True, the 
amount of available water determines 
how productive the land will be, but it it
self is partially determined by how much 
energy is available for pumping the wa
ter or desalinating it. And that energy ca
pacity depends in part on the amount of 
water available to flow through hydro
electric dams and to cool nuclear reac
tors. Everything affects everything else. 

Most important, many limiting fac-
• tors are subject to changing cul-
I rural values. If a peasant farmer 
I in Kenya believes that educat-
I ing her children matters gready, 

Z and if school fees begin to rise, 
-> then she may choose to have 
I fewer children not because land 
I is scarce but because she \"alues 
I her children's future more than 
L, their labor as farmhands. 

w 4. Earth s population problems 
can be solved by colonizing 
outer space. 
Let's review the numbers: the 
worlds population of 5.7 billion 
people is currendy growing by 
roughly 1.5 percent per year. 
Now, let's say you wanted to use 

ttf space travel to bring the growth 
*X r 3 t e down a tiny notch to 1.4 
Z percent. That would require 
> .001 x 5.7 billion - 5.7 million 
. . astronauts to blast off in the 
Q first year—and increasing num-
c*S bers in years that followed. 
^ Space shuttle launches cost 
I S450 million apiece, so if you 
1 ferried ten people to space in 
I each shuttle, the cost per per

son would be S45 million. Ex
porting 5.7 million people would cost 
$257 trillion, roughly ten times the 
world's annual economic product. Your 
mass migration would bankrupt the re
maining Earth! ings, who would still be 
saddled with a population that doubled 
every 50 years. 

[Demographically speaking, space is 
Q not the place. ] 
OS 
™ 5. Technology can solve any population 

problem. 
People Dncc feared that shipbuilding 
would be hampered by the scarcity of all 
trees for sailing masts, that railroads 
would be crippled by a shortage of tim
ber for railroad ties, and that the U.S. 
economy would grind to a halt with the 
exhaustion of coal. Yet people figured out 
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how to switch to metal masts (and then 
steam power); they invented concrete 
railroad ties and built superhighways; and 
they found better ways to extract coal, as 
well as oil, gas, and other fuels. But these 
solutions brought new problems, such as 
acid rain, dramatically rising atmospheric 
carbon dioxide, stripped lands, and oil 
spills. Still, technological optimists argue 
that industrial societies will go on solv
ing problems as they arise. 

In technology, as in comedy, timing is 
everything. For every timely 
success of technology, doubters • ~\-
can point to problems where ' • 
solutions did not come in time 
to avert great human suffering . , 
and waste. For example, medi- „•' 
cal technology's solution for tu
berculosis so far is partial at 
best. One in three humans are •' 
infected with tuberculosis (in
cluding half the population of 
Africa), and 3 million of them •' 
are dying of it every year. Yet 
despite decades of medical re- -' 
search, drug-resistant forms of 
the disease are spreading. Tech
nology will take time to solve 
such problems—which are ul-

rj timately related to population 
£j through culture, the environ-

ment, and the economy—ir it 
can solve them at all. 

6. Tbe United States has no . < 
population problem. A 
When people are born whose 
parents don't want them, there 
is definitely a population prob
lem, and the United States suf
fers this problem in a big way: 
in 1987, of the 5.4 million 
pregnancies among American women, 
about 3.1 million (57 percent) were un
intended at the time of conception. Of 
these, about 1.6 million were aborted; J J 
million resulted in a live birth. Young and 
poor women were more likely than av
erage to have unintended pregnancies. 
In 1987, 82 percent of pregnancies t 
among American teenagers 15 to 19 O 
years old were unintended, as were 61 gj 
percent of pregnancies among women 20 
to 24 years old. Women with family in
comes below the poverty level in 1987 
reported that 75 percent of their preg
nancies were unintended. The trend is 
not good: among all U.S. women 15 to 
44 years old, the fraction of all births that 
resulted from intended pregnancies 

1 shrank from 64 percent in 1982 to 61 

percent in 1988 to 55 percent in 1990. 
The inability of the United States to 

assure that every conception is an in
tended one is entwined with other social 
problems.pTie United States ranks first 

Q or second (always behind Australia) 
d among industrial countries in rates of in-
I tenn'onal homicides by males, reported 
I rapes of women aged 15 to 59, drug 

crimes, injuries from road accidents, in
come disparity between the richest 20 
nercent of households and the poorest 20 

PGTM 3 (people and snake) 

percent, prisoners, and divorces. Unin
tended births are partly a cause and partly 
an effect of all these other troublesJ| 

7. Population probltms of developing 
countries art not a problem for tbe 
United States. 
The myth that the United States is im
mune to the population problems of the 
rest of the world ignores migration, in
fectious diseases, international labor mar
kets, and the shared global commons of 
crust, oceans, atmosphere, and wildlife. 
Refugees and immigrants are driven 
from home by political upheavals, ethnic 
conflict, poverty, and environmental 
degradation—all problems that may be 
exacerbated by rapid population 
growth—and already play visible roles in 

D I S C O V E R m 

the domestic politics of Florida, Texas, 
and California, as well as in American 
foreign policy. The health of Americans 
depends on the health of people outside 
our borders—infectious diseases do not 

0 carry a passport The rapid population 
QJ growth of developing countries, leading 
1 to fierce wage competition, may even 

play some role in the movement of jobs 
out of the United Sates, although the ex
tent of this role is still controversial be
cause it has not been accurately mea

sured. American workers may 
do well to recognize their self-
interested stake in lowering 
population growth rates of de
veloping countries. 

S. Tbe Roman Catholic Church 
is responsible for the population 
explosion. 
In some countries church poli
cies have certainly hindered ac
cess to contraception and have 
posed serious obstacles to fam
ily planning programs. In prac-

, rice, however, religion isn't the 
O critical factor for fertility levels 
g among Catholics, not to men-
. rion Muslims, Jews, or mem

bers of most other religions. 
Last year Spain and Italy—two 
Catholic countries—tied with 
Hong Kong for the lowest lev
els of fertility in the world, with 
an average of 1.2 children per 
woman. In largely Catholic 
Latin America, fertility has 
fallen rapidly to the world av
erage of 3.1 children per • 
woman, thanks mainly to mod
ern contraceptive methods. 
The fertility of American 

Catholics has gradually converged over 
the years with that of Protestants. Polls 
show that nearly four-fifths of them 
think that couples should make up their 
own minds about family planning and 
abortion. 

Within the church hierarchy, Catholi-
I asm shelters a diversity of views. In 1994, 

Q for example, the Italian bishops' confer
ee ence issued a report stating that falling 
I mortality and improved medical care 

"have made it unthinkable to sustain in
definitely a birthrate that notably exceeds 
the level of two children per couple." By 
promoting literacy for adults, education 
for children, and the survival of infants 
in developing countries, the church has 
helped bring about social conditions that 

I favor a decline in fertility. 
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9. Plagues, famines, and wars are na
tures (or God's) way of solving popula
tion problems. 
Tliis venerable myth traces back at least 
to 1600 B.C. Acco rd ing to an ancient 
Babylonian history, when human com
motion disturbed the gods ' peace and 
quiet, the gods inflicted plagues to rid die 
Earth of humans. 

Plagues, of course, are directly caused 
by viruses, bacteria, and other microor
ganisms that take advantage of human be
havior in a favorable environ
m e n t . After t he las t ice age, 
when s e d e n t a r y a g r i c u l t u r e 
greatly increased die population 
density in pe rmanen t human 
settlements, the inhabitants be-
came surrounded by their own 
wastes and those of thei r d o 
mestic animals and hangers-on 

rf; like rats and fleas. By the time >71 

2- the Babylonians recorded their '-* 
creadon myths a few thousand 
years later, people could well 
have observed that denser set-
dements were subject to strange 
n e w infec t ious d iseases and ... ; 
could have interpreted these dis- '.• v.-
eases as divine in tervent ions . ;'?< 
Now we know that humble hu
mans can at least partially con
trol disease. Inexpensive public 
hea l th m e a s u r e s c o n t r o l l e d 
le tha l in fec t ious d i seases of 
childhood in developing coun
tries after World W a r II , and 
population growth then accel
erated in an unprecedented way. 

M o d e r n ep idemics , while 
causing great suffering, have yet 
t o s h o w any p r o b a b i l i t y o f * 

Lputt ing a brake on population 
growth. T h e highly reported Ebola out
break last year killed 244 people—fewer 
dian are bom every minute |As for AIDS, 

r*" a 1994 United Nations report on die 15 
I count r ies in cen t ra l Africa where it is 
I most prevalent estimated that by 200S 

S their population growth rate would be 
2.88 percent per year in die presence of 

*t* AIDS. If AIDS were not present, it would 
I be 3.13 percent. These rates correspond 
I to doub l ing t imes of 24 years and 22 
L years, respectively. 

r Famines today are only partly a result 
of natural events. Many readers may re-
member a Pulitzer Prize-winning pho-

cg tograph from 1993, showing a starving 
CO Sudanese girl collapsed on a trail, with a 

I vulture looming behind her. At the time, 
die Sudanese government was just open

ing parts of its famine-stricken country
side—die scene of a long-running civil 
war—to relief operations. If aid workers 
bad gotten in sooner, they could have 
prevented a crop failure from leading to 

O a famine, but die Sudanese government 
S stopped relief from reaching its own \\co~ 

pie. This is not divine intervention or an 
act of nature. 

Finally, war has not been a major ob
stacle to human population growth. It's 
a safe estimate that fewer than 200 mil-

PGTM4 (pregnent angel) 
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lion people have been killed in the wars 
of this century (combined, World Wars 
I and II may have killed 90 million peo
ple, including civilians; since World War 
II , perhaps 50 million people have lost 
their lives on conventional battlefields). 
Yet the population increased from fewer 
than 1.7 billion in 1900 to 5.7 billion to
day. This 4-biIHon-person increase is 

O more than 20 times greater than the 
5? number killed by wars. 

10. Population is a women's issue, and 
women are the key to solving it. 
If we don't improve the education, wel
fare, and legal status of women, there is 
little Hope of solving many population 
problems. Women bear babies, and they 
arc obviously key players in improving the 

survival of children and lowering fertility. 
But dicy arc not the only key players, hi 
most of the world, men too need similar 
help. As demographer Uche Isiugo-Aban-
ihc of die University of Ibadan in Nige-

O ria has pointed uut, it is as important to 
£•; educate African men about the conse

quences of high fertility as it is African 
women. In die United States, a 1995 re
port on unintended pregnancy by the In
stitute of Medicine concluded that "the 
prevailing policy and program emphasis 

on women as the key Ggurcs in 
contraceptive decision-ma king 
unjusdy and unwisely excludes 
boys and men." Scientists have 
discovered it takes two to tango. 

Last October a neurophysiolo-
gist I was chatting with claimed 
tha t t he peop le of Ind ia are 
poorer , more miserable , and 
more fecund than ever. I quoted 
him statistics showing that In-

(3 dia's average gross na t iona l 
OH product per person rose 3 pcr-
ra cent per year from 1980 to 1993 

and that its life expectancy rose 
from 39 years during die period 
of 1950 to 1955 to 58 years dur
ing the period of 1985 to 1990. 
I added that in diat same period 
of time the average number of 
children per woman fell from 6 
t o 4 .1 . " O h , that doesn' t mat 
ter!" he said. Population rnytlis 

_, have a life of their own. 
Yet behind die ncumphysi-

ologisc's exaggerations are valid, 
pJ u r g e n t c o n c e r n s . T o o many 
£ j people in India and around the 

I world a re far poorer than the 
means available require them to 

be. Too many children are born without 
t he p rospec t o f sufficient love, food, 
health, education, or dignity in living and 
dying. But only by clearing the myths 
from our vision of population can we fo
cus on the real problems and find hope 
without complacency. O n e way or an
o the r , h u m a n popu la t ion g r o w t h on 
Ear th mus t ult imately end. E n d i n g it 

O tlirough voluntary reductions in fertility 
CJ will make it easier to reduce the poverty 

of the 4.5 billion people who live on an 
average of 51,000 a year. At t he same 
time, reducing poverty will make it eas
ier to end population growth through 
voluntary reductions in fertility. T h e al
ternatives are coerced reduction of fer
tility or the misery of rising death rates. 

_ T h e choice is ours, for now. Isl 

Tc 
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Appendix 1.14 

New Scientist 9 January 1975 

{'Of all things people are the most precious' 
r China's long-term objective is a balance between populace, resources, and welfare. As the author found 

{. orTt"recent visit after only 15 years of active campaign China is on the verge of a demography breakthrough 

Dr Norman Myers 
is an FAO Regional 
Wildlife Officer for 
Africa, based in Ghana, 
and a writer on 
conservation and 
human ecology of 
development 

Every fifth person may be Chinese, but not 
every fifth baby is. During the 1950s, almost 
every fourth baby was Chinese. Now the 
position is less than every sixth, and by 1980 
should be only one in seven. A mere 20 years 
ago China's population was growing at well 
over 3 per cent per year, as is now happening 
in many explosively expanding countries of 
the Third World. China's population of 800 
million (plus 20 million or minus 30 million) 
is currently growing a t 1-7 per cent per year 
(plus or minus a point). More relevant than 
the precise figures is the fact that the rate is 
falling so rapidly that China is likely to be 
the first developing country to drop to a 1 per 
cent growth rate. China and India account 
for 40 per cent of the world's population in 

epitome of a developing—or not developing-
nation. People were short of most things, 
especially prospects for any improvement in 
their lot. Now conditions are clearly much 
improved, and equally clearly they are going 
to improve even morejjrhe Chinese seem to 
be confident of their future, both as individ
uals and as a society.]] 

These factors help to explain why China 
has achieved so much in family planning. 
After a long period before 1949 when the 
population was growing at only 0-4 per cent 
per year, the growth rate shot up to well over 
3 per cent in the 1950s. Population planning 
was instituted from 1956, with a break 
during the drought of 1959-61 (when the pop-

O ulace feared that exhortations about smaller 
fnr 40 i>er cent of the world's population in- w uiace xeareu uiai. ^ » " » ™ ' " ——- -------
^ ^ h ^ r y e ^ o u g h C P h L . n t a i n s g families were a portent otJ*™*** 
almost 200 million people more than India, it 
contributes fewer additional mouths. 

Some indications of what has triggered this 
exceptional fall in the growth rate emerged 
during the course of a recent visit I made to 
China. Following a rush-around tour one can 

1 draw no hard and fast conclusions for the 
situation overall in a country so extensive and 

m for a population so large. One can merely 
2 speculate about isolated insights. Each day I 
^ visited a string of factories, communes, 

neighbourhood gatherings, recreation centres, 
and the like. These visits allow one to gauge, 
for example, how pervasive is the climate of 
persuasion to birth control. And while view
ing one million people during a short stay (as 
is easy in the rush-hour traffic of two or 
three cities and along busy country roads), 
one can form an opinion as to whether people 
in the main are properly nourished and free 
from debilitating disease—with all that means 
for parents' readiness to limit family size. By 
talking to birth control workers in clinics, 
hospitals, high schools, universities and pro
duction units of varying kinds in city and 
countryside (the Revolutionary Committee in 
charge of institutions of every sort seems to 

After only 15 years of an active campaign, 
the country seems on the verge of a demo
graphic breakthrough. It has reached this 
point with the notional GNP per head of 
under $200—well short of the $500 GNP per 
head often considered the threshold to secur
ity before people will contemplate "risking" 
smaller families. The significance of this 
Chinese accomplishment is all the greater in 
view of the social scientists' apprehension 
about population growth in much of the Third 
World. An exploding populace may absorb 
almost the entire capital investment of a 
nation merely to hold current (albeit K 
depressed) levels of welfare. This may pre- i 
empt the possibility of worthwhile economic i 
growth altogether, thus deferring indefinite!! 

,_the magic goal of $500 income per head. 
- China's success offers fresh hopes for these 

impoverished countries, which likewise con
tain three-quarters of emergent regions' 
population. But these countries would have 
to mobilise the political capacity to imple
ment something of the "fair shares for all" 
spirit which characterises China's approach to 
development. The political input need not 
necessarily be socialist of the extreme form 

rhartfp of institutions of every sort seems to _ jicccsaawi^ uc ouwiurai. «. - « . — 
h a v e ^ e S engaged in family planning), g practised in China. But deve oping countries 
one can coUect all manner of statistics, tor 8 y ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ S ^ l ^ S £ comparison with findings of other visitors to 
China. Despite the extremely restricted data 
base, it is possible to come up with informed 

_ estimates. 

r- Development patterns 
-^ As was stressed at the 1974 population 
? Conference in Bucharest, birth control cam-
ui paigns need to be considered within the total 
— context of development Many aspects are 
z relevant: economic advancement, health and 

grosser forms of maldistribution of wealth 
and income between the top 10 per cent and 
the bottom 60 per cent (a more extreme dis
proportion in many cases than the United 
Kingdom or the United States). Otherwise 
the bottom sector remains impoverished—and 

_ resistant to family planning. 
Likewise significant in China's success a 

its system of health care. In 1949 there was 
one doctor in China for every 25 000 people. 
Most of the doctors practised in the half r relevant: economic aavancemeni, uc<uiii «™ i i»<»i »" "•= ^ .~™~ «-.- -

associated forms of community hygiene, § dozen largest'cities sc>_^e mass o popuh-[f, social' stability, women's status, 
O security a t various stagesof life, and mobility 
g within the social order, f t is in this respect 
• that rihina has been especially successfulj 

Before "liberation", as the Chinese call the 
communist revolution of 1949, China was the 

education, § tion was virtually doctorless. A similar situa
tion1 obtains in many developing countries 
today. Now China has one modern-trained 
doctor or professional medical auxiliary for 
every 4000 people (India has one doctor for 
every 6000, the United States one for everj 
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"/Chairman Mao Tse-tung 660). In addition, China has over one million 
barefoot doctors—para-medical personnel who 
have helped to eliminate pandemic diseases 
and deliver community hygiene generally. 
Barefoot doctors also provide birth control 
facilities (including abortion, by the suction 
method) in the remotest sectors of the 
country. 

All medical practitioners share the cultural 
and social milieu of the peasants and 
workers whom they treat. Many of them 

9 labour on the land or at the factory bench 
for part of the working week. Their clients 
can thus be confident that they understand 
the problems of daily life of ordinary individ
uals, which makes parents more receptive to 
guidance about family planning. The birth 
control adviser as an aquaintance from down 
the street contrasts sharply with the anony
mous white-coated "expert", in other parts of 

_ the developing world. 

Extent of birth control practice 
I found highest levels of birth control 

practice in large cities such as Peking, lower 
ones in provincial towns such as Changsha 
and Kweilin, and lowest figures among peas
ant communities. In large cities, birth control 
seems to be practised by 70 per cent or more 
of women at risk, counting abortions, steril
isation and other methods besides the usual 
ones (oral contraceptives are popular in cities, 
IUDs in the countryside). In rural areas, 

5 practice ranges from below 20 per cent to 
w above 40 per cent. But the 80 million married 

women of reproductive age among the rural 
populace of 650 million people should soon 
enjoy access to "paper pills". These are sheets 
of progesterone impregnated paper, measur
ing 6X4cm, perforated into 22 squares for 
one month's supply. Being easily produced, 
light to transport, and simple to use, this 
Chinese device seems well suited to large 

_ rural communities. Because the rural popul-
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ace represents a huge amount of slack to be 
taken up in the birth control programme, and 
considering that health services give priority 
to the countryside, contraception practice can 
be expected to rise steeply. 

China probably already has a larger num
ber of women practising birth control than 
any other country. The present demand for 
contraceptive materials also seems well within 
the country's productive capacity—in contrast 
to those many developing countries which 
must import huge amounts of hardware. While 
the Chinese countenance the notion "Take 
care of the people and the population will take 
care of itself", they recognise that birth con
trol facilities must be immediately available 
to whomever wishes to avail himself/herself 
of them. Birth control services are virtually 

- f r ee . 
•A Other inducements to reducing family size 

stem from a series of social factors. Ninety per 
cent of China's women of reproductive age 
are literate and employed—both factors 
which strongly correlate with readiness to 
undertake birth control. Late marriage also 
reduces family size. Marriage is socially 
acceptable in urban areas only when a man 
is 28 and a woman 25, and in rural zones 25 
and 23. Thereafter a five-year interval 
between children is becoming de rigueur. 

w The birth rate in 1953 was 43 per 1000 
2 persons in the populace. It rose higher for a 
™ while, but by 1960 it dropped to around 38 

per 1000. Present figures are 10-19 per 1000 
of the populace for cities, 14-23 for medium-
sized towns, and 20-35 for rural areas. The 
overall figure is 29, or perhaps a little less, 
per 1000 (Table 1). 

Before the communist revolution, China's 
death rate was at least 40 per 1000. By 1960 
it had dropped to around 25, by the late 
1960's to 17. Now it is only 13 (5-6 in cities, 
9-12 in towns and 14-18 in rural areas). A 
major share of this decline is due to exten

ts 

'-Table 1 Population statistics for China and other countries —1974 PGCPl ( C h i n a S t a t i s t i c s ) 

^Country 
Present 

population 
(in millions) 

Birth 
rate 

(per 1000 
persons 
per year) 

Death 
rate 

(per 1000 
persons 

per year) 

Infant 
mortality 

rate 
(per 1000 

live births 
per year) 

Population 
growth rate 

(per cent 
per year) 

Population 
under 15 

Years 
(per cent) 

Per Capita 
GNP 

( U S $ ) 

Population 
projection 

for t 985 
(in millions) 

China 

Rest of Eastern Asia 

•Hong Kong 

Outer Mongolia 
'Japan 
Southern and SE Asia 
India 
Pakistan 
United Kingdom 

800 
(plus 20 
or minus 

30) 

182 

4-6 

1-5 
109 

1171 
616 
70-4 
58 

29 
(objective 

"as soon as 
possible": 

18) 
26 

20 

42 
19 
44 
42 
51 
14-9 

13 
(objective 

"as soon as 
possible": 

8) . 
10 

11 
7 

17 
17 
18 
1 1 " 

20-30 
(according 
to region) 

16 

19 

13 
110 
139 
142 

18 

1-6 
(objective 

"as soon as 
possible": 

D 
1-7 

"at least 40" approx. 185 

2-4 
(some 

immigration) 
3-1 
1-2 
2-7 

. . 2-5 
3-3 
0-3 

(without 
Japan) 

40 
38 

31 
24-, 
43;,. 
42 . , 
45 
24 , 

(without 
Japan) 

325 
970 

460 
1920 
115 
110 
100 

2270 

910 
(plus 20 or 
minus 30) 

218 

2 
121 

1571 
808 
110 
62 

.Sources : For China author's findings and other visitors' records; lor other countries, data from Population Reference Bureau, International 
Planned Parenthood Federation, Population Council, UN Demographic Yearbook. 
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I sive cut-backs in infant mortality, or death 
' before the first birthday. This now runs 

£• between 20 and 30 per 1000 live births 
CO according to locality. Pre-school mortality 
L. ranges from 2 to 5 per 1000.jThis achieve-

r ment is a world away from the experience of 
India and other parts of impoverished regions, 

z where infant and pre-school mortality often 
£ counts for half the total mortality. So long 
W as infants die in hunSreds of thousands each 

Lyear, exhortations about birth control are not 
convincing. 

— The figures for birth and death rates indi
cate a 1-6 per cent growth rate in China. The 
declared aim ten years ago was to achieve a 
growth rate of 1 per cent by the end of the 
century. Now the policy is to reach that level 

03 as soon as possible—perhaps shortly after 
g 1980 if, say, the birth rate can be brought 
m down to 18 per 1000 and the death rate to 8 

per 1000. Urban areas should immediately aim 
for a rate of natural increase, ie discounting 
immigration (in any case marginal), of 1 per 

*— cent, and rural areas of 1-5 per cent. 

r Whatever happens before the year 2000, 
China will presumably by then have passed 

„ the one billion mark. This means that the 
2 population will have doubled since the 1949 
°" revolution, following 150 years in which the 

population is reputed to have increased by 
, . only 50 per cent.JProspects for further socio-
•" economic advancement mus t^e considered so 

favourable that China could shortly be selling 
large quantities of grain to the developing 
world (and oil to the developed world). So 

. . much for thoughts that this crowded mass of 
O humanity might one day seek new lands to 
' •> absorb its population increase. The one 

eighth of national territory which is now cul
tivated could readily be persuaded to produce 
twice as much food when China's green revo-

_ lution gets underway. 

Peking and Shanghai 
— Peking and Shanghai illustrate some of the 

more exceptional trends. According to Min
istry of Health personnel who, like other 
officials, had stacks of population statistics to 
give me, Peking's populace was growing at 
3-5 per cent in the late 1950s, but the present 
total of 7-8 million is expanding at only 1-17 

O per cent. Peking's birth rate is now 18-8 per 
g 1000 (15 in the main metropolitan zone, 20 

or more in the rural communities within the 
city limits). The death rate is 6-4 per 1000. 
The natural rate of increase is thus 1-24 per 
cent per year. In contrast to major cities of 
other developing countries, where immigra
tion often pushes the urban growth rates over 
10 per cent and represents one of the more 

New Scientist 9 January IS 

disruptive manifestations of population 
crease, Peking actually exports more citia 
than it accepts from outside. This is due 
the Cultural Revolution, which sends the 
ands of city dwellers each year into ti 
countryside to accentuate political i 
social solidarity. 

Shanghai's record is even more rem* 
able, according to recent visitors. Inner d 
birth rates average G-4, with some distri 
actually down to 4 or below. The submi 
average 15-6, making a figure of 10-75 f 
the whole city. These are among the lorn 
birth rates ever recorded—on a par vri 
West Berlin's rate today of 9-7 and Vieiuu 
during the troubled 1930s of 9-6. The de£ 
rate is 5-6 per 1000. These figures produa 
rate of natural increase of 0-5 per cent Is 
the city of 10-7 million. 

So avid are some big city communities i 
their wish to achieve low birth rates that ttq 
deliberately stress population planning as & 

O approach to family planning, instead of 4 
g| other way round as is usual. They decide ho 

many births will be desirable during ti 
coming year, then allocate the privilege! 
"deserving" couples. One neighbouring 
committee in Peking, according to a frequs 
traveller to China, Dr Han Suyin, decide 
that its population of 47 000 should produe 
no more than 360 babies in order to achiei 
a birth rate of 7-5. This strategy of collect!! 
consent, or "birth by turn", has b« 
attempted in Shanghai as well. 

The extraordinarily depressed birth rati 
for Peking and Shanghai can be partly e 
plained by the age distribution of the pop 
laces in question. Since a large proportion i 
in the young age brackets, over two fiftl 
under 15 years old, a smaller percental 
makes up the reproductive categories, ffi 
skews the birth rates. Similarly, death rat! 
inevitably plunge in a young and health 
population, with implications for grovrti 

- rates.pln a few years' time these cities am 
" have difficulty in holding their low levels, V 

alone reducing them still more. Steadily ti 
cohorts of babies born before the plunge i 
birth rates will move upwards through tb 
populace's age structure, to produce a bull 
in the population pyramid. What happo 
when all those citizens reach marriage age 
Will they not produce a flood of childres 
This would skew the distribution once agah 

£3 through an upsurge in population growti 
°~ rates. These children could eventually pn 

duce a further bulge in turn, through c 
oscillatory process before population growti 
stability is reached several generation 
hence. On the other hand, the people in repn 
ductive categories will, from now on, be a 
tirely those who have been educated throujl 
the communist system. The indoctrinate 
process should leave them all the mon 

.amenable to population planning. 

r ln any event, zero population growth is M 
the avowed aim. China rejects any notion A 
over-population as anti-Marxist (like tba 

§ other measure which is often used in absolic 
mtist sense, GNP). The long-term objective if 
I to achieve a balance between population 
I resources, and welfare levels. This approadj 
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I allows room for Mao's dictum, "Of all things 
' people are the most precious". At the same 

aL. time, the Chinese recognise that while God 
•J* sends with every mouth a pair of hands and 
I a brain, he does not send a seat in school, a 
l_ bed in hospital, and a kit of production tools. 

Can the Chinese model be exported? 
~ China's achievement cannot readily be 

replicated in other developing countries. It 
reflects the present ethos of society in China: 
if the economy is to be planned, so should 
population. People are ready for birth con
trol, people practise it. Moreover, although 

2 the population campaign is centrally planned, 
> birth control is very much a grass-roots 
w affair. It is the subject of extensive discussion 

by local groups, which partially explains the 
varying degree of success between one city 
and another, between one region and another. 
Minority groups, such as the Tibetans, are not 
encouraged to practise family planning at 

_ all if they do not wish to. 
r Certain aspects of China's experience 

could, to be sure, be transferred to other 
countries. The barefoot doctors, for example, 
are an excellent means for accomplishing 
wide distribution of health benefits. A similar 
strategy could be adopted in Southern Asia, 
Africa and Central America without a dose 

2 of socialist ideology—provided young medical 
0 practitioners could be persuaded to leave the 
0 1 bright lights of the city for the countryside. 

Rural populations of the Third World are 
where the action is: they are the communities 
most deprived of minimum living conditions, 
and they are the ones most responsible for 
the sudden upsurge in population growth 

_ rates. 
r- In many ways, China's success is an intrinsi-
I cally Chinese affair. As the Chinese constantly 
I insist, other countries should work their own 
Xr salvation in accord with their socio-economic 
0 and politico-cultural capacities. Meantime, 
U it is encouraging to reflect that one third of 
1 the developing world is in good shape, and 
I seems to be squeezing through its demo-
J_ graphic transition in record time. 
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GLM-

Population patterns in the mid 1970s 
* If we can achieve a new vision of history, the eventual prognosis for the human race need not be viewed 

with undue reserve 

Dr John Loraine, 
of the MRC External 
Scientific Staff, is 
Chairman of the 
Doctors and 
Overpopulation Group 

f 

T As 1976 opens, the world popula
tion will have topped the 4000 
million mark. This compares with 

g figures of 1500 million in 1900, 
a. 2500 million in 1950. During 1976 

I more than 70 million people will 
be added to the planet. This is 

14 million more than the current population of the UK, 
and approximately equal to that of Pakistan and Bangla
desh. 

Vis-a-vis population, the world of 1976 will remain 
dramatically divided. Indeed, what might be termed an 
"iron curtain of demography" is interposed between the 
rich and the poor nations; between the haves and the have 
nots. 

In the 30 odd countries throughout the world which are 
generally regarded as developed, fertility rates are now not 
far off replacement levels; some of these countries have 
reached, or are about to approach the state of, Zero Popula
tion Growth. Such nations have other characteristics in 
common. They are enjoying the material abundance 
associated with industrialisation; their literacy rate is 
high; their average life expectancy afbTrth is over 70 

years; and they eat a rich and satisfying diet. Their health 
services are good; their infantile mortality rates low; 
educational facilities are rich and varied; and they offer a 
relative plethora of occupational opportunities. 

The decline in fertility in the Western world has been in 
full swing since the mid 1960s; it is continuing with even 
greater speed in the 1970s. Britain is fairly typical in this 
respect. In England and Wales during the 12 months 
ending June 1975 the number of deaths and emigrants 
exceeded the number of births and immigrants by a figure 
of some 10 000. The average population growth rate in 

os France during the period 1970 to 1975 was only 0-9 per 
m cent per annum. In the Netherlands it was 0-8 per cent, 

in Belgium 0-4 per cent, in Luxembourg 0-2 per cent. 
In the countries of Central Europe the trend in birth rates 
from the mid 1960s onwards has been rapidly downhill. For 
the period 1970-1975 the lowest birth, rate in the world 
(12-0 per 1000) was in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Low figures, below 15 per 1000, were also recorded in 
Austria and Switzerland. 

The nations of the Eastern bloc fall into the category of 
developed countries. Since the end of the Second World 
War they have shown a uniform decline in fertility. The 

O 
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ready availability of abortion, not only as a means of pro
moting maternal health and welfare but also as a method 
of birth control, has hastened this process. By the mid 
1970s crude birth rates in countries such as Hungary, 
Poland, Bulgaria, and the German Democratic Republic 
were below 17 per 1000. In 1975 in the USSR there were 
approximately 2-5 births per woman. This is a somewhat 
higher fertility rate than that of other Eastern European 
countries barring Romania, which in 1966 repealed its 
permissive abortion law, made divorce less easy to obtain, 
and launched a pronatalist campaign via the media. Euro
pean and Asiatic Russia dilfer in their fertility patterns. 
In the former the overall birth rate is similar to that of 
Western Europe; in the latter it is considerably higher. . 

There has been a pronounced decline in fertility in the 
Scandinavian countries. This is especially so in Finland 
where the number of births per woman has fallen from an 
average of 3-5 in the years immediately after the Second 
World War to 1-8 in 1973. In Southern European countries 
—Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Greece—trends in procrea
tion are similar to those in more northern climes. In Italy 
and Greece fertility is currently hovering at about two 
births per woman. In the Iberian peninsula fertility rates 
are somewhat higher, Spain notching 2-8 and Portugal 3-9 
births per woman in 1973. 

Boom in births 
i—i The "baby boom" after World War Two was unduly pro-
W longed in the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 
§£ Yet over the past decade fertility in these countries has 
^ also declined in keeping with that of the developing world 
m as a whole. By 1973 the fertility rate in the US and Canada 
02 was less than two births per woman; in Australia the figure 
i w a s 2-5 and in New Zealand'2-9. Between 1970 and 1975 

S
1""'the average growth rate of population in the US was 0-9 

per cent, in Canada 1-3 per cent, in New Zealand 1-4 per 
^-cent and in Australia 1-9 per cent. Birth rates in these 
§ countries are significantly higher than in Western and 
03 Cent ra l Europe , ye t t h e figures scarcely sugges t t ha t 

ano the r s u r g e in fertility is in t h e offing. 
T h e s i tua t ion in the Th i rd World coun t r i es of Asia, Africa 

and La t in Amer ica is to ta l ly different. Popu la t ion changes 
in t h e Th i rd Wor ld d o m i n a t e t h e g lobal scene . T h r e e 
q u a r t e r s of the world 's people live t h e r e ; 85 p e r cent of 
all births take place there;(iuring the past quarter of this 
century 90 per cent of all new additions to the planet will 
be in these areasj] 

Population growth rates throughout most of the Third 
World remain extraordinarily high. For example, in the 
geographical area known as South Asia and comprising 

• India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka, there is a total 
population of some 1300 million.][rhis is increasing by over 
40 000 every day; the growth rate as a whole is 2-4 per cent 
per annum, indicating that numbers could double in less 
than30yearsrH 

There are two main reasons why, for the foreseeable 
future, most Third World countries will continue to carry 
an immense burden of population. The first is concerned 
with the age structure of its inhabitants. Past population 
growth rates have already boosted the numbers of young 
people and these are, of course, parents of the next genera
tion. In 1975 in countries such as India, Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Indonesia, and many African and Latin 
American nations, over 40 per cent of the population is 
under 15 years of age. This is in marked contrast to the 
situation in developed countries where the corresponding 
percentage is between 20 and 30 and the average age of 
the population is therefore higher. The young of the Third 
World, in common with young people everywhere, tend to 
have a high sex drive. Birth control methods in these areas 

•are being used to a very limited extent; it is therefore 
scarcely surprising that high fertility rates are the order of 

the day. 
The second main reason for the population explosion ' 

in the Third World is that people are now living longer. 
Improved hygiene and advances in medicine have slain 
the "captains of the men of death" such as malaria, small- . 
pox, cholera, and typhus. The average lifespan thoughout > 
the Third World is increasing dramatically. In India in the < 

Q 1920s it was 27 years; by 1945 it had risen to 32; now it is. 
aj just over 50; by the end of the century it could be close to * 
CO 70. Already in Latin America the average life-span is 60 j 

years—not much lower than that in developed countries.' 
[In parts of equatorial Africa life expectancy is still low; j 
but this is likely to change with the progress of the 
Medical Revolution, and by the end of the century most 
of the inhabitants of that area could be living to an age 

-of 70 years of more, j ] 

_± Gloomy prognosis for India 
j The population giants of the world are India and China.' 
I By the year 2000, one in six of the Earth's inhabitants could 

2 be Indian, one in six Chinese. The history of mankind is 
o- likely to be shaped by the ability of these countries to 

. control their growth of numbers. 
- The situation in India is gloomy. By mid 1975 the popula

tion of that country was over 600 million as compared with 
370 million in the early 1950s. The Indian birth rate re-

g mains high; death rates are gradually falling. The overall 
ta population growth rate is 2-4 per cent per annum, and 

the "doubling time" is 29 years. India has based its popula-
• tion policy mainly on family planning. It has attempted to 
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and relief clinic 

I conduct a vigorous campaign of persuasion under the 
symbol of the Red Triangle. The favoured method of 
contraception has been the intrauterine device; recently 

§ the oral contraceptive Pill and the condom have become 
03 increasingly popular; sterilisation in women by tubal liga-

L tion and in men by vasectomy are encouraged; a moderately 
liberal abortion law, based on its British counterpart, came 
into operation in the early 1970s. 

- Yet the Indian family planning programme has only 
touched a relatively small proportion of the fecund popula
tion. It has been operated to a disproportionate extent by 
Western trained doctors, and there is now good evidence 
from other Third World countries that when family plan
ning is removed from the medical umbrella and is either 
put into the hands of para-medical staff such as nurses, 
midwives, health visitors and social workers, or provided as 
a community based service without constraints of any kind, 
the rate of acceptance of contraceptives is likely to be 

2 much higher. 
m Also in India the relationship between a population policy 

and development has been insufficiently appreciated. De
velopment has been succinctly defined as a process of 

L improvement in basic human needs. The New International 
Economic Order, enunciated by the Third World nations 

i' and trumpeted forth repeatedly at the UN General 
;, Assembly during 1975, has development as its lynch pin. 
v To political leaders in most Third World nations, the main 
•; reason for the failure of family planning programmes to 
t, influence population growth has been the fact that they 
t nave been engrafted on an inappropriate political, social, 

economic, and religious context. Certainly too much is 
being asked of the Pill, the loop, the condom, sterilisation, 
and liberal abortion when poverty is rampant; where 
female emancipation is a dream rather than a reality; when 
the traditional religion has a pronatalist ethos; and where 
children, especially sons, represent the only stake of these 
people on the planet, their means of succour in sickness, 

•7 their support in old age. 
£ Population and development are inextricably interwoven. 
1J Lord Caradon, former Permanent British Representative 

at the UN, summed up the position realistically at the 
" World Population Conference in Bucharest in 1974 when 

he said that "to attempt to deal with population without 
at the same time dealing with development would be an 
insult. But to attempt to deal with development without at 

- the same time dealing with population would be a deceit". 

China: modified rapture . 

The Chinese situation differs greatly from that in India. 
For some years China has operated one of the most eclectic 
birth control programmes in the world, featuring Pills, 
injectable contraceptives, spermicides, loops, vasectomy, 
female sterilisation, and liberal abortion. Paramedical staff, 
particularly the celebrated "barefoot doctors", are an 
integral part of the programme. They are much in evidence 
in the rural areas where they distribute contraceptives, 
ensure that they are used properly, and assist with and 
actually perform operations such as tubal ligation, abortion, 
and vasectomy. 

Moreover, the Chinese government makes it clear that 
2- it is intimately involved in the reproductive habits of its 
j citizens. Late marriage is advocated and women who post-
w pone marriage to work for the fatherland are praised, as 

are couples who postpone childbearing after marriage. The 
psychological immaturity of those who marry young is 
stressed; the Commune' system makes it less necessary' 
for children to look after their parents in sickness and old 
age. The small family norm is lauded; two children are 
considered ideal; large families, although not penalised 
by fiscal measures, are generally regarded as evidence 
of social irresponsibility. No opprobrium attaches to 
spinsters or bachelors. Sex remains singularly non-com
mercialised; the incidence of premarital virginity is reputed 

. to be high. 

r The vital question is, of course, whether the Chinese 
experiment is succeeding.-As of now the answer appears 
to be a qualified "yes". The population growth rate in 

2 China in the mid-1970s is reported to be less than 2 per 
> cent per annum. This is, of course, still high by any 
"* historical standards, but it is a good deal lower than that 

of neighbouring countries such as India, Bangladesh, 
1 Pakistan, and Indonesia, which employ a much more 
L laissez-faire approach to birth control. 
- Overpopulation is one of the dominant problems of the 
last quarter of the 20th century. Its ramifications are truly 
enormous. In the developed-countries, continuing popula
tion growth is a major factor affecting the demand for 
resources and the deterioration of- the environment. In 
the Third World it has numerous deleterious effects. It is 

2 speeding the drift of countrymen to cities and causing 
g metropolitan areas such as Lima, Jakarta, Calcutta, Rio de 

Janeiro and many others to burst at the seams. Overpopula
tion is contributing to unemployment and underemploy
ment, is swelling the tide of illiteracy and is a factor 
inimical to the emancipation of women. Worst of all, it 
has the propensity to predispose to armed conflict between 

.nations. 
p We badly need a new vision of history. Instead of a state 
j of sour desperation w e ' have to dare to hope that the 
O population problem can be tackled and resolved, If we can 
y attain this goal the eventual prognosis for the human race 
L need not be viewed with undue reserve. • 
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